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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The concept of attitude is probably the most dis-
tinctive and indispensable concept in contemporary
American social psychology. No other term appears
more frequently in experimental and theoretical
literature (Allport, 1935).
Although this quotation of Gordon Allport's was first
written in 1935, some thirty-five years ago, it is non-the-
less true today. The literature of social psychology and other
allied fields abounds with selections of research in the area
of attitude and attitude development. Edwards (1957) adds
additional credence to Allport's (1935) statement about the
concept of attitude in relation to the kind of research
being conducted by investigators:
There is a vast literature in the journals of psycho-
logy, education, and political science dealing with
attitudes. Some of these articles have had as their
concern the comparison of attitudes of members of
different groups. Others have reported upon the way in
which attitudes are developed in young children. The
interest of some writers has been in the theory and
nature of attitudes and in the way in which attitudes
are defined. Others have investigated and reported
upon the problem of attitude change--the manner in
which new experiences modify existing attitudes...
Another major area of interest in attitudes concerns
the methods by which attitudes might be measured [p. 1]
.
The intent of the study is to develop a measurement
device for social attitudes— an attitude scale that measures
the extent to which individuals, in a college residence
hail, hold attitudes and values toward their peers and other
psychological objects. The investigation will first develop
2a rationale for the study, report on the findings of other
investigators in the field, outline the methods of data
collection and analysis for the construction of an attitude
scale, and then report the findings and conclusions of the
study
.
Operational Definitions
There are certain words, terms, and phrases that are
peculiar to the present study thus making it imperative to
include a glossary of terms at this juncture. The follow-
ing then, with a few elaborated explanations, are operational
definitions appropriate to this study:
Attitude - The degree of positive or negative affect
associated with some psychological object,
how someone feels about that object [Edwards,
1957, p. 2]
.
Attitude Statement - Anything that is said about a
psychological object.
Affect - This word is synonymous with feeling. They
may be used interchangeably. An individual
who has associated positive affect or feeling
with some psychological object is said to
like that object or to have a favorable
attitude toward it. An individual who has
associated negative affect with the same
object would be said to dislike that object.
3or to have an unfavorable attitude toward
it [Edwards, 1957, p. 2],
Community - A group of individuals engaged in social
interaction, who possess common interests
and goals, who use similar means of reaching
common ends, who show concern for and are
sensitive to the needs of other members of
their number and are primarily interested
in furthering their groups' goals over all
others [Friesen, 1967, pp. 11-13], if 2
Community Orientation - A person or group of people
expressing or embodying those factors in the
above definition is said to be exhibiting a
For a further discussion of "community" see also:
Paul Goodman's The Community of Scholars . New York: Random
House, 1962, pp. 3&4, 7&8, 28-32 and, 168; and his Growing
Up Absurd. New York: Random House, 1960 and; with his
brother Percival in their Communitas . New York: Random
House, 1960; Bennis and Slater in their work entitled The
Temporary Society . New York: Harper & Row, pp. 102, 105&
109; Warren Martin also develops a conceptual framework for
community in higher education in Alternative to Irrelevance .
New7 York: Abingdon Press, 1968
, pp. 117-121; Lerner in
Dennis and Kauffman's book, The College and the Student .
Washington: A.C.E., 1966
,
pg '16 "talks about relating to
the small group as a "life-core"; A. W. Chickering discusses
the concept in terms of the individual's space and identity
in Education and Identity . San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc.,
1969, pp. 226-228.
2 Warren Bennis discusses the new ideology in terms of
a value system that is associated with the concept of
"community" in that today's man is "other directed".
4positive community orientation. This, of
course, is independent of any value associated
with the researcher's analysis.
Construct Validity - This concerns the psychological
qualities a test measures. By both logical
and empirical methods, the theory underlying
the test is validated. Examples: correla-
tions of the test scores, factor analysis,
use of a personality or interest inventory
to describe a person [California Test Bureau,
1959, p. 16]
.
Correlation Coefficient - (r) A measure of relationship
between paired facts or of the tendency of
two or more variables, or attributes to go
hand-in-hand. It ranges in value from -1.00
for perfect negative relationship through
0.00 for none or pure chance to +1.00 for
perfect positive relationship. Examples are:
Pearson Product Moment, bi-serial, tetrachoric,
and phi [California Test Bureau, 1959, p. 3].
Cross Validation - The process of checking whether a
decision derived from one set of data is
truly effective when this decision is applied
to another independent, but relevant, set of
data [California Test Bureau, 1959, p. 4].
Discriminate Validity or Power - The ability of a test
5or scale item to differentiate between
individuals possessing much of some character-
istic (skill, knowledge, attitude) from
those possessing little of the characteristic
[California Test Bureau, 1959, p. 3].
Factor Analysis - A method of analyzing the intercor-
relations among a set of variables such as
test scores. Factor analysis attempts to
account for the interrelationships in terms
of some underlying "factors". It reveals
how much of the variation in each of the
original measures arises from or is associated
with each of the hypothetical factors
[California Test Bureau, 1959, p. 6].
Item Analysis - Anyone of several methods used in test
construction to determine how well a given
test item discriminates among individuals
differing in some characteristic [California
Test Bureau, 1959, p'. 8].
Psychological Object - Any symbol, phrase, slogan,
person, institution, ideal, or idea toward
which people can differ with respect to
positive or negative affect [Edwards, 1957,
p. 9] .
Split-Half Coefficient - A measure of estimating the
reliability of a power test by splitting it
6into comparable halves (odd numbered versus
even numbered items usually) correlating the
scores of the two halves, and applying the
Spearman-Brown formula [California Test
Bureau, 1959, p. 14]
.
Test-Retest Reliability - The degree to which a subject
would obtain the same score if the test were
readministered to the subject (assuming no
additional learning, practice effects, etc.),
trustworthiness of scores. An example would
be a coefficient of stability which refers to
a correlation between test and retest with
some period of time intervening. The test-
retest situation may be with the same form or
two forms of the same test [California Test
Bureau, 1959, p. 12].
In the context of the present study a word or two more
may need to be said about three of the terms mentioned in the
above glossary. The word attitude derives its meaning from
the Latin aptus. On the one hand it stands for fitness or a
state of preparedness similar to the connotation of aptitude.
As it was used in art form it came to have the meaning of
bodily posture, the position of a figure in a painting. Thus
came the phrase, "the ship's attitude", or how it rested on
the surface of the water. The first meanings in modern psy-
chology were to refer to attitudes as "mental attitudes" and
7"motor attitudes [Fishbein, 1967, p. 3]." According to
Allporc. (1935) one of the first psychologists to employ this
term was Herbert Spencer who, in 1862, wrote:
Arriving at correct judgments on disputed questions,
much depends on the attitude of mind we preserve whilelistening to, or taking part, in the controversy: andfor the preservation of a right attitude it is needfulthat we should learn how true, and yet how untrue, are
average human beliefs [pp. 4-5] .
According to Fearing (1931) and Titchener (1909,1916)
early experimental psychologists discovered attitudes to be
largely unconscious. This served to discourage them from
further research on the concept of attitude and there, in
the unconscious, it almost died for want of experimentation
until Freud revived it. He,
...resurrected attitudes from this obscurity and endowed
them with vitality, identifying them with longing,
hatred, and love, with passion and prejudice, in short,
with the onrushing stream of unconscious life [Fishbein,
1967, p. 5]
.
Sociologists began, at the turn of the century, to con-
cern themselves with a type of mental organization called
"habit" or "disposition" or "attitude" (Dewey, 1922)
,
but
the credit for instituting the concept of attitude in
sociological terms as we know it today should go to Thomas
and Znaniecki (1918). They claim that:
. . . the study of attitudes is par excellence the field
of social psychology. Attitudes are individual mental
processes which determine both the actual and potential
responses of each person in the social world. Since an
attrtude is always directed toward some object it may
be defined as a "state of mind of the individual toward
a value". Values are usually social in nature, that is
to say they are objects of common regard on the part of
8socialized men. Love of money, desire for fame, hatred
of foreigners, respect for a scientific doctrine, are
typical attitudes [Fishbein, 1967, p. 6].
Attitudes are many things to many individuals. They
must have a definite orientation in the world of objects and
values. They should be an automatic and routine type of con-
duct. They vary in intensity. They are rooted in experience.
An attitude can be readiness for action of some sort. An
attitude is a tendency to act toward or against something in
the environment. Attitudes are acquired tendencies to act in
specific ways toward certain objects. They may be verbal
tendencies toward certain acts. Attitudes are mental and
neural states of readiness, organized through experience,
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individuals'
responses to all objects and situations with which they are
related (Fishbein, 1967; Edwards, 1957; Friesen, 1967;
Thorndike & Hagen, 1955) . For every psychometrist
,
psycho-
logist, sociologist or educationist there seems to be a
separate definition for attitude that fits his mode of opera-
tion just a little better than does any one of the others.
Thus, the definition stated earlier in this chapter fits best
for the present study.
A community is basically an educational medium, what-
ever"~other purposes its parts may serve. What kinds
of qualities of people does it produce? In the answer
to this question lies the moral, the human criterion
of its maturity or immaturity, its excellence or its
disgrace [Benne, no date, Boston Human Relations Center
handout #120, p. 2].
Educators must be willing to work toward this human
9community in our colleges and universities, dispite the
powerful influences which undermine it. Professional college
workers, teachers, researchers, administrators and the stu-
dents of higher education should, whatever the cost to their
comfortable roles and patterns, work toward this goal or
ideal. The nurturance of a human community should be one
of the fundamental tasks.
It has become all too obvious that as colleges and
universities have grown in excellence and size they have also
grown to be impersonal and have lost identity for the
individual. Martin (1968) has spoken about the need for the
individual "to relate to a group small enough for it to be
affected by his presence even as it affects him...". The
entire therae of his work is to develop small sub-units,
cluster colleges, within the larger institution so as to
enhance the social and educational programs in a more per-
sonal and individualized way. This is a "human community".
Paul Goodman (1962) urges today's educators and students
to return to the "community of scholars" as a means to this
end. To redevelop a pattern of giving and receiving know-
ledge in a manner in which man can more easily relate to his
peers and colleagues. This collegialisrn nurtures a human
community that stresses the importance of the individual as
an interactive being, one who has worth in the eyes of
others around him.
Our educational system needs to help us to identify
10
with the adaptive process without fear of losing our
identity. It should increase our tolerance of ambiguity
without fear of losing intellectual mastery. it should
increase our ability to collaborate without fear of losing
our individuality and it should help to develop a willing-
ness to participate in social evolution and/or change.
According to Bennis (1968) our education shys away from
this and expects the student to "find it out from his
buddies". He speaks firmly for the resurgence of a human
community and suggests that the college or university that
fails to do this may be going out of business as an educational
institution [pg. 126-128]
.
It is common knowledge, however, that this point of view
has many critics and chief among them are individuals such
as: Jacques Barzun (1969)
,
who dismisses the notion of
community along with the young with a casual irony--a "useful
device for keeping a proper distance between the generations
[Duberman, 1969, pp. 63-70]", and George Kennan (1968) who
claims that the university needs to be a place of "respite
and meditation" whose "proper work" is in "the catacombs
under the strife-torn crossroads". It is Kennan' s contention
that "the students' obliviousness to nature... is symptomatic
of their lack of interest in the creation of any real style
and distinction of personal life generally [p. 36]."
Can educators, will educators nurture this human
community? What makes them think it will ever be successful?
11
There are some writers who would answer these questions
with a profound "yes" (Friesen, 1967; Keniston, I960;
Feuchs, 1968; Klein, 1968). Keniston (196 9) inter-
viewed students in an attempt to discern what ideas they
held to be most valuable, f Results showed that 74% of
them, in one sample, are in search of a different style
of life than is practiced by many today. There was an
v
expressed desire to return to what students believed was
a more sharing kind of existence, where there was ultimate
concern for the individuals of a group. This "homesteader"
life style is generally not considered to be apparent on
our college campuses today, however, it has merits that
would be applicable to higher education and serve to draw
people of the academic community together—at least those
with similar interests and concerns.
Significant positive relationships can be derived from
this model of community but just, as there are many defini-
tions of the concept of attitude so too are there many for
the term community . Hillery (1955)
,
in an analysis of
ninty-four separate and different definitions of community,
discovered some parallel dimensions in each. Using these
findings as a knowledge base, a community, to repeat, is
defined as a group of individuals engaged in social
3 The investigations were reported in the April 27, 1969
issue of the New’ York Times Magazine, p. 27ff.
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interaction, who possess common interests and goals, who use
similar means of reaching common ends, who show concern for
and are sensitive to the needs of other members of their
number and are primarily interested in furthering their
group's goals over all others.
A community can also be described as an organization.
It has membership, workers, goals, leaders, purposes and
functions and as Parsons [1960] indicates, "Organizations
are social units (or human groupings) deliberately constructed
and reconstructed to seek specific goals". 4
If a community can be described as an organization then
it might follow that an academic community is also an organi-
zation. Martin [1968] covers this topic quite adequately:
That which the academic community believes about man
and history, about the individual in relation to the
group, about how we learn and what it means, will serve
as the university's ideological foundation... However,
while we must establish our ideology or philosophy of
education--and in a time of philosophical timidity it
is a contribution for an institution to be consciously
at work in this area~~yet we must also press beyond
ideals and attitudes to organizational arrangements
that will be instruments for achieving community. .
.
All of us must live with the reality that universities
are increasingly large and complex organizations.
Many of us live in such settings. Yet, as Max Lerner
(Dennis & Kauffman, 1966, p. 16) has emphasized it is
important for the individual to relate to a group small
enough for it to be affected by his presence even as
it affects him, and we ought therefore to provide "the
4 Seme minimal amount of such construction and recon-
struction will be found in all social units but is much
higher in organizations, see Bennis and Slater's Temporary
Society , chapter five.
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small organic group as the life-core, even while we
are apart of the big organization [pp. 120-121]
.
Etzioni (1964) has reported some of the findings of
the Hawthorne experiments where there seems to be a high
correlation between the functions of an industrial organi-
zation and the functions of a community. One of the find-
ings in particular seems to relate to this fact directly.
Following these experiments, and the writings of
Mayo and Lewin, the human relations approach came to
emphasize the importance of communication between the
ranks, of explaining to the lower participants the
reasons why a particular course of action is taken;
the importance of participation in decision-making
in which lower ranks share in the decisions made by
higher ranks, in particular in matters that effect
them directly; and the virtues of democratic leader-
ship which not only is highly communicative and
encourages participation but also is just, non-arbitrary
and concerned with the problems of workers, not just
those of work [pg. 38]
.
Etzioni goes on to say,
The trend in modern democratic societies, especially
in the United States, has been to try to find a new
balance between the organizational demands placed on
participants and their personal and extraorganizational
needs. As Riesman [1955] and Whyte [1957] point out,
the tendency is to place a lesser, though still high,
emphasis on organizational demands [p. 115] .
There are currently many highly trained and dedicated
persons working to meet the challenges of students in higher
institutions of education. The programs and services, the
new organizational approaches are also varied. But one
of
them is a recurrent one—community [Friesen, 1967 , p.
9].
It is Martin's [1968] contention that, despite
diver-
gencies, the various groups in academe still,
"have enough
in common to provide the basis for meaningful
community"
14
[p. 116]
,
and that it can be achieved without the sacrifice
of diversity.
The college as community has the greatest potential
benefit for those whose stance is individualism because per-
haps no other arrangement "so emphasizes the validity of
both order and anarchy, mind and spirit, the ethic of social
responsibility transcended only by the ethic of personal
honesty [p. 120]." This is a community open to individuals
determined to transcend it.
Young people need to belong to such a fellowship
precisely because the task of adolescence is self-
identification, and with the anxiety of their uncer-
tainty they need both the security of a purposeful
entity and something against which to test their
efforts at independence. Yet the relationship is
transactional. Their restless strivings contribute to
the vitality and integrity of the community they
challenge [Martin, 1968, p. 120].
One writer, Paul Goodman, is extremely convincing in
his argument for conceptualizing institutions of higher
education as "communities". Goodman (1962) expands the view
that colleges ought to return to the community of scholars
where academe is once again free from administrative control
and that students not only need this style of education but
that they also want it:
In this book on the colleges, I want to stress that
they are communities , really small cities, for they
have a heterogeneous population and are cut off from
their environments as if walled. At present there
is a great expansion of education--at least of the
number going- to schools—and so there have been many
new books about colleges; but I do not know one that
concentrates on their community. Yet it is remark-
• able.
15
Nor is it accidental. With vicissitudes, this
medieval community form has persisted for nearly a
thousand years because it is, as I shall try to show,
a natural organ for the education of youth into
universal culture. When writers neglect it, pre-
sumably because they take it for granted, they are
likely to miss the ideal of education, which is for
animal and social youth to grow up into men and
women practicing that culture. This culture is a
peculiar one, and to learn to practice it, rather
than to have it as either a yoke or an ornament,
requires a peculiar initiation [pp. 4-5]
.
Goodman's point is well taken. If we strive for this
community or "little city" it must be a conscious under-
taking because it is peculiar. Peculiar in the sense that
educational institutions are a step away from most other
forms of socialization in our society. They are a place
where intellect and emotion, attitude and value are nurtured
and developed in an extremely conscious manner.
In searching for a term or phrase that would describe
individuals who were positively identified with "community"
the term community orientation was developed. Thus, a per-
son or group of people expressing or embodying those factors
in the above definition is, or are, said to be exhibiting
an orientation toward community. This concept refers to the
attitudinal behavior of a given group of individuals and
their understanding of their interactions. In this study it
will be used in reference to a student's affect, or feeling,
toward some other person or thing in his or her residence
hall. The major emphasis of the study will be on developing
attitudinal factors that are measurable in terms of a
community orientation and on the construction of an atti-
tudinal scale for these factors.
16
The Problem Under Investigation
The problem for the present study is to construct an
attitude scale that will be a valid and reliable means of
measuring college students' attitudes, who live in college
residence halls, toward six psychological objects or dimen-
sions of community. In an earlier investigation by Winder
and Moss-Davies (1971) an attempt was made to determine
to what extent the concept of community would be reflected
in the current attitudes of youth on a college campus. In
a review of the literature dealing with the theoretical
background defining the functional community the authors
found Paul Goodman and Percival Goodman's (1960) Communitas
to be possibly the most comprehensive description. Goodman
and Goodman had outlined twelve dimensions that they saw as
necessary for optimum operating functional communities. Winder
and Moss-Davies' investigation showed six of the original
twelve to be operant in one men's residence hall at the
University of Massachusetts:
Using a chi square test where theoretically equally
distributed expected frequencies were employed, re-
sponses to dimensions numbered 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 occur
in either a favorable or an unfavorable context
significantly greater than their chance expectancy.
Two additional dimensions, five and eleven, may be
present but additional research is needed to clarify
their nature [p. 13]
.
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Those six dimensions are:
1. That hope for improvement of conditions which are
not satisfactory will be in evidence.
2 . That proposals are put forward which show consi-
deration for others in the residence hall.
3. That the men are conscious of common interests
with others in the residence hall.
4. That the men will show awareness of advantages
of other places of residence but will consider
that the fellowship of their hall is the prime
reason as to why they wish to stay or feel at
home and satisfied in their residence hall.
5. That other residence halls are regarded as frag-
mented, insecure, lonely, superficial or wicked.
6. That the men will display interest in the politics
of residence hall life.
These dimensions are statements about the original
dimensions that were revised by Winder and Moss—Davies so that
they would be more meaningful to the residents in terms of
their living arrangements, without changing the substantive
meaning of any.
The proposed scale will attempt to discriminate between
those groups of students who have a high community orienta-
tion and those who have a low community orientation. The
investigation of this problem leads to a number of over-
riding questions about these six statements or psychological
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objects. If they are present in one residence hall, are
they also present in others? If -they are, does this indicate
in some way that those halls are more productive, more
community oriented than those halls that do not possess
them? If one agrees that a sense of community is important
to members of a college or university residence hall, can
the existence of this sense or feeling be measured? And
also, what measurement tools should be used to determine
what people's attitudes and feelings are toward each other
and toward places of residence?
Hypothesis to be Tested
The series of four questions that were raised above led
to the formulation of the major hypothesis of this study.
1. From the six dimensions of community or psycho-
logical objects described and defined by a prior
investigation (Winder and Moss-Davies, 1971) an
attitude scale can be constructed that measures
the degree of community orientation observable in
a university or college residence hall.
2. That the constructed attitude scale will be a valid
and reliable means of discriminating between stu-
dents in residence halls exhibiting a high degree
of community orientation and those exhibiting a
low degree of community orientation.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
The second chapter will contain a review of some of the
related research in the areas of college attendance and its
effects upon attitudes, the development of the community
orientation concept, community in higher education, and read-
ings in research on attitude scale construction as well as
a report of findings from the earlier pilot study.
College Attendance and its Effects Upon Attitudes
There are a great many reasons why adolescents attend
college. In most cases it is an outward expression of some
need or needs. Some of them may be extensions of other
people's needs such as parents, peer groups, and societal
pressures. They come to college w7ith a set of values, atti-
tudes, and behaviors that usually have been nurtured by
their family, the neighborhood, and by their high school or
preparatory school peer group. College presents a whole
new culture for adolescents with, usually, a whole new set
of peers to develop relationships with [Newcomb and Wilson,
1966, pp . 7 - 9 ]
.
Mueller (1961) has outlined some of the needs of college
students in terms of areas of behavior: psychological needs,
those essential for maintaining life; the social needs,
those growing out of pressures from other persons and
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institutions in the culture and; the needs for integra-
tion or the needs of the ego such as affection, a feeling
of belonging, etc. [p. 103]. To understand college students,
which is essential if your goal is to measure their atti-
tudes in some fashion and their needs and values, is to see
them as persons in the process of development.
Powell, Plyler, Dickson and McClellan (1969) see college
students as acquiring knowledge, experiencing emotions,
making decisions, accepting responsibility, trying to find
themselves
,
and establishing some long-range commitments
with other people and developing concepts and choosing voca-
tions. In doing all of this they:
... feel happy, meet disappointment, know intimate
personal involvement, think independently, and share
joy. And each of the experiences, involvements, and
commitments is an occasion for development toward
being the kind of person they can and desire to be
[p. 97],
Newcomb and Wilson (1966) have written a great deal
about college students, their development, and their peer
relationships. They claim that even though there is a
strong tendency to cling to the back—home peer relation-
ships it seldom, if ever, is accomplished. "Almost at once
the new student begins to develop new relationships and,"
under normal conditions, "moves into a new peer group
situation [pp. 9-24]". An individual's development in
college
,
and in college residence halls, is molded to a
large extent by the peer group that he finds himself with.
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In attempting to develop a universe of attitude statements
about college groups and residence hall populations it is
necessary to understand their development in the context of
those groupings.
If one of the goals on a college campus is to develop
a sense of community in residence hall programs, then those
involved in evaluating this goal need to be able to assess
its effectiveness and progress toward reaching it at vary-
ing points in time. At least two of the authors mentioned
in the present investigation believe that scaling methods
and attitude measurement provide a vehicle for this assess-
ment both in terms of on-going programs and as a follow-up
evaluation of training and education: Edwards and Kilpatrick
(1948) indicate that.
Psychometric tools can often deliniate both problem
areas that have been unnoticed and successes that have
been down-played or overlooked [p. 380]
.
The construction of the proposed attitude scale offers
the opportunity for a community, or residence hall, to make
frequent assessments of their endeavors and even to perhaps
adjust plans or education as necessary.
Development of the Community Orientation Concept
Recalling the previously reported definitions of com-
munity and community orientation, Hollingshead (1948) studied
communities and found that there were three common areas
within most that draw people toward community orientation:
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1. Group solidarity - some one thing that ties all
of the people together in a given grouping.
2. Geographic location - some place that can be said
has boundaries and outer limits that define it as
their community.
3. Socigraphic structure - given both one and two,
there is structure that would not occur unless
.
both were present [p. 145]
.
Klein (1968) has spent a great deal of time exploring
what community means to the individual in relation to his
needs. in the environment. He claims that the individual
expresses those needs in the community and therefore is
oriented toward it. The following quote seems to express
his views on community quite succinctly, "... the single
most important social matrix which man has invented [p. 4]."
Sanders (1958) has developed the theory that,
The basic unit of analysis for the study of a
community is the subsystem and that the behavior of a
community as a total system is greatly dependent
upon the interaction among these subsystems [pp. 192ff.].
The university or college then can represent, in the present
model, the system and a resident population can represent a
subsystem. The orientation toward the subsystem is often
stronger than that toward the larger system.
Community m Higher Education
Reference has been made to the college student's search
for a different focus in campus life (Keniston, 1960) and one
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author
,
Friesen (1967)
,
has developed a list of principles
that may fit the new focus. They repeat a theme of similar
interest and parallel attitude:
1. A sense of community requires that the individuals
share a common purpose.
2. The common purpose which provides the base for
community must be an authentic purpose.
3. For community to form, an investment of commitment
must be made by the individual members.
4. To say that community requires investment of that
which is personal is to suggest that community
calls for risk--the risk of making oneself vulner-
able.
5. In order to make risk and vulnerability possible,
. the community must experience safety.
6. For a group to develop and grow in its sense of
community it must have significant responsibility
and the authority needed to execute its responsi-
bility.
7. While it is not necessary for a group to be com-
pletely autonomous for it to experience community,
the members must be able to clearly distinguish
the boundaries of their group.
8. For a community to develop, the authority figures
are commonly required to give up their assumed
roles and their status symbols.
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9. lor community to develop and prosper there must
be the freest flow of communication among mem-
bers of the group.
10. For a community to develop there needs to be a
sense of election, a personal calling.
11. For a group to experience and practice community,
the members also need solitude.
tv) For a community to occur in its most profound,
most humanizing level, it is required that indi-
viduals enter with faith and with abandonment.
13. Community is dependent upon cooperative survival
needs
.
I
—1 Community is dependent upon time enough for per-
sons to meet and interact and upon physical prox-
imity to heighten the liklihood of meeting in day'
by-day affairs.
15. Community is supported when members can coopera-
tively create their own rules and laws and when
they make arrangements for human relationships to
be maintained in person rather than by lav?
[pp. 11-13]
.
If the only experiences students had were the formal
learning experiences of the classrooms and laboratories, it
would be possible to have a significant control over educa-
tional outcomes and attitude development. But the evidence
dramatically points to the fact that the most important
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experiences are not necessarily those occuring in the classes
and laboratories, but in the less formal student-faculty,
student-administrator, and student-student relationships and
encounters. This is where the academic community has some
of its nurturance and this is where attitudes and values
are developed and tested. As important as it is, this out-
of-class area of student life, it has had very little re-
search and measurement, in relative terms. An attitude
scale constructed for measuring community orientation could
serve as a useful measurement device for evaluating train-
ing and education in the residence halls.
Attitude Scale Construction
There is a vast amount of literature dealing with the
subject of attitude scale construction. Some of it is con-
cerned with measuring people's attitudes toward certain
other groups or objects. Others have dealt with the develop-
ing attitudes in young children and some have been interested
in the theory and nature of attitudes. Another major area
of interest has been the methodology of attitude measurement.
The latter is pertinent to the present study and therefore
will be given more attention than the others.
Examples of three different methods of surveying people's
attitudes toward some psychological object are: 1) direct
question; 2) observation of behavior and; 3) the use of a
psychometric measurement device—an attitude scale. Opinion
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polls and attitude surveys are examples of the first method.
People usually fall into one of three categories here---those
with favorable attitudes, those with unfavorable attitudes,
and those who are undecided about some psychological object.
Edwards (1957) indicates that,
. . . reluctance on the part of individuals to give
public expression to their feelings and attitudes
on controversial issues is a disadvantage of this
method [p. 3]
.
The second method, observation of behavior, also has
limitations. A research worker who is interested in samp-
ling a large population may not have the opportunity to
observe, in detail, the behaviors of all of the individuals
in whom he is interested. For instance, a man may purchase
a local newspaper, not because he agrees with its editorial
policy, but because it has the most complete stock market
coverage of any of those available to him. A woman may
depend upon the same paper in making out her shopping list,
or because her children enjoy the funnies section. These
examples illustrate that there is no- necessary one-to-one
correspondence between overt behavior and attitudes.
The third method, the use of an attitude scale, has
many variations dependent upon the researcher's needs and
expectations for those attitudes he is measuring. Aliport
(1935) in his early reporting of attitudes indicated that
the development of attitude scaling investigated by
"... the most significant event in the historyThurstone was
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of the measurement of attitudes [p. 10]". Thurstone's
method, as he called it, is known as "the law of comparative
judgment"
,
or as they are generally known now, "psycho-
logical scaling methods [Edwards, 1957, p. 20]". In this
method, attitude statements are scaled in terms of their
meaning and significance, on the basis of extensive pre-
liminary work (the process of writing many statements that
are subjected to the scrutiny of a battery of judges for
discriminating power), e.g., given a large pool of items
pertaining to the United Nations, one might include some
of the following:
The UN is a strong influence for peace.
The UN is a waste of time and effort.
The UN does about as much harm as good.
The UN is the most important force for good in
the world today [Thorndike & Hagen, 1955,
p. 395] .
Each statement, following the judging procedures, is given
a scale value and an ambiguity index based upon the spread
of the ratings (the more the spread, the greater the
ambiguity) . From the total number of items, perhaps 20 or
so are selected that are spread out over the range of scale
values. These make up the completed attitude scale. The
subject marks all the statements with which he agrees and
his score is the average of the scale values of the state-
ments he marked.
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When this method of scoring is used, a test-retest
reliability coefficient can be obtained by having the same
subjects indicate their agreement or disagreement with the
statements twice, with a time interval separating the two
administrations of the scale. Scores obtained at the time
of the first administration can then be correlated with
those obtained at the second. This method usually receives
reliability coefficients of about 0.80 [p. 396].
Thurstone (Fishbein, 1967) has developed a progressive,
step-by-step list or basic outline to follow when using his
method of scale construction that should be helpful to all
attitude scale researchers:
1. Specification of the attitude variable to be
measured.
2. Collection of a wide variety of opinions relating
to the specific attitude variable.
3. Editing this material for a list of about one
hundred brief statements of opinion.
4. Sorting the statements into an imaginary scale
representing the attitude variable.
5. Calculation of the scale value of each statement.
6. Elimination of some statements by the criterion
of ambiguity.
7. Elimination of some statements by the criterion
of irrelevance.
8
. Selection of a shorter list of about twenty
statements evenly gradiated along the scale
[p. 88].
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Likert (1932) developed a method of attitude scale
construction that has become known as the "method of summated
ratings [Bird, 1940, p. 159]". The basic statements are
much the same as in Thurstone's method except that neutral
statements are avoided. Each statement is unequivocally
either favorable or unfavorable. The subjects react to each
statement on a 5-point, scale, ranging from strongly agree
to strongly disagree. Using the illustration cited for
Thurstone's method, the format might be:
The UN is a strong influence
for peace.
The UN will only make trouble.
The UN does about as much harm
as good.
The UN is a waste of time
and effort.
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1 2 3 4 5
[Thorndike & Hagen, 1955, p. 395].
The scale is scored by giving 5 points for strong agree-
ment, 4 points for agreement, 3 points for uncertainty, etc.
The scoring is reversed for unfavorable statements. An
individual's raw score is the sum of his scores for the
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separate items. The raw score can be converted to percentile
scores, if need be.
The one function, or aspect, of the Likert method is the
carrying out of an item analysis to select the most discri-
minating items. This is done by computing for each item the
correlation between scores on that item and the total scores
on all the items. Those with the highest correlation, those
that "hang together", are retained for the final scale
[Kretch, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, 1962, p. 153].
Likert claims reliability coefficients equal to those of
Thurstone (about 0.80). Claims have been made by many that
Likert's method is much easier and just as reliable a tool:
The greater simplicity of preparation of the summed-
score type of inventory will commend it to most persons
who wish to use an attitude scale as an aspect of some
type of research project [Thorndike & Hagen, 1955,
p. 396].
The reliabilities of Likert scales are generally higher
than those reported for Thurstone scales. Murphy and
Likert found. . . their Internationalism scale of 24
items to have reliabilities ranging from .81 to .90.
A 12-item Imperialism scale yielded reliability coef-
ficients ranging from .80 to .92 [Kretch, et al., 1962,
p. 157].
It has been claimed by Likert... that the method of
summated ratings is simpler and easier to apply in the
development of an attitude scale than is the method of
equal-appearing intervals... Hall, for example, states
that he used the method of summated ratings in his
survey of attitudes of employed and unemployed men because
of its relative simplicity [Edwards, 1957, pp. 168ff.].
It is a quite common finding that the Likert method
leads to scores with higher reliabilities with fewer
items than does the Thurstone method [Guilford, 1958,
p. 460]
.
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1 hs criticism of the Thurstone method and the merits
bestowed upon the Likert method cited here and elsewhere
have swayea, or influenced, the way in which the present
investigation has proceeded. One of the overriding factors
fon the selection of the Likert method of scale construction
is the fact that in Thurstone' s method the necessity for
agreement among judges as to the proper scale placement of an
item requires that the manifest content of the .item relate
rather directly to the attitude being measured. There is no
such necessity in the Likert method. "An item can, by virtue'
of its correlation with the total score, be proved diagnostic
and thus be included in the final scale [Kretch, et al.
,
1962, p. 153]".
There are three other methods of scaling attitudes
worthy of note and they are: 1) Bogardus' method of "social
distance" for the purpose of measuring and comparing atti-
tudes tov/ard different nationalities. In this process a
number of statements are selected on an a priori basis to
elicit responses indicative of the subject's degree of
acceptance of any nationality group. The classifications
progress in an orderly fashion from one implying a willing-
ness to accept a close degree of relationship with a
nationality to one implying a willingness to accept only a
remote degree of relationship with a nationality to none at
all. It is generally used in social-psychological research
[p. 153f ] ; 2) Guttman's method of "cumulative scaling" where
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the determination is one of evaluating sets of statements
to determine whether they meet the requirements of a par-
ticular kind of scale, now known as the Guttman scale. He
defines it thusly:
We shall call a set of items of common content a
scale if a person with a higher rank than another
person is just as high or higher on every item than
the other person [p. 154].
The purpose of the Guttman procedure is to determine whether
or not a set of attitude statements is measuring only one
attitude; 3) Edwards & Kilpatrick's (1948) "scale discri-
mination technique", where a large pool of dichotomous
items is first selected, then a battery of judges, similar
to the Thurstone method, is asked to sort these items into
categories according to degrees of favorableness. Items
which are not sorted consistently by the judges are then
rejected. The statements are placed into a 6-point scale
and administered to a new group of subjects. Scores are
derived by the method similar to Likert's. Each item is
then subjected to item analysis-nondiscriminating items being
rejected—and then the remaining items are then dichotomized
and subjected to cumulative scaling. As can be seen, this
is an attempt to combine and synthesize the methods of
Thurstone, Likert, and Guttman [Kretch, et al., 1962, p. 155].
Pilot Study
In a study reported recently (Welles, 1970) 406 students
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at the University of Massachusetts were administered a 90-
item Community Orientation scale based upon the 5-point scale
method o.L Likert s. The scale was measuring the six factors
that are being used in the present investigation. The data
received from these 406 subjects were factor analyzed by
means of a computer program G2 UMAS EDIFACT (Park, Woodman,
& Arthur, 1967) and the results showed a factor loading of
six factors on a tetrachoric r correlation matrix using a
stepped down rotation. Sixty-five items had correlation
coefficients of .45 or higher—each with one of the six
factors. Fifty-one items had correlation coefficients of
.50 or higher. Only eight items showed a bi-modal loading
on two or more factors. The six factors were identified by
studying the relationship of the answers of a subject to his
or her loading on a factor.
Although the coefficients reported in the pilot study
are not highly significant, there i_s some early indication
that the six factors being investigated are measurable and
that they do represent real attitudes of residence hall
students
.
The next chapter will concern itself with a description
of the sample to be used, the instrumentation, design and
data collection and analysis methods to be used in the in-
vestigation.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
Sample
The population for the present study will be a random
sample of not more than 100 undergraduate students from each
of eight colleges or universities. Administrators, faculty,
or students at each of the institutions will be asked to aid
the research by administering the attitude scale at their
respective campuses. The full cooperation of these indi-
viduals is expected due to long-standing personal and pro-
fessional relationships that have been established with each
of them.
The eight campuses were chosen for various reasons.
Chief among them being their relative similarities and
differences. The universities of Massachusetts, New Hampshire
and Rhode Island were chosen because of their similar resi-
dence hall programs and procedures. Massachusetts was
chosen because of its diverse programs in a few of its
residence affairs and because it was the campus used for the
pilot study conducted in the spring of 1970. Amherst College,
Vassar, and Smith College were chosen because they represent
a much different kind of campus than do the state universities
They are all largely non-coeducational and they are all
privately endowed institutions. For the most part these
three colleges attract a higher economic strata of students
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than do the universities. Hampshire and Goddard colleges
were chosen because of their unique residential programs in
terms or innovative experimental "living and learning
centers
. These two were also chosen because they are private
coeducational colleges.
These eight institutions represent a variety of living
styles and arrangements and they represent several different
education philosophies as well. It is hoped that the variety
of campuses selected will represent an adequate cross-section
of the contemporary resident college student.
Instrumentation
The instrument to be used will be an attitude scale
constructed by the Likert (1932) method of scale construction
where a large number of attitude statements, usually more
than are likely to be finally used, are written that pertain
to the attitude to be measured. ^ There are six attitudes to
be measured thus making the scale a six-part instrument:
1. Attitudes toward residence hall conditions.
2. Attitudes toward residence hall proposals.
5 This method was chosen because the literature indicates
that it is less complicated, more direct, and in most cases,
more reliable than most others, see Edwards's Technique o f
Attitude Scale Construction, 1957.
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3. Attitudes toward common interests in the residence
hall.
4. Attitudes toward fellowship in the residence hall.
5. Attitudes toward other residence halls.
6. Attitudes toward residence hall government.
Half of each of the statements have been written to re-
flect a negative feeling toward the attitude and half have
been written to reflect a positive feeling toward the attitude.
Certain other specific criteria will also be adhered to as
outlined by Edwards (1957) :
1. Avoid statements that refer to the past rather than
to the present.
2. Avoid statements that are factual or capable of
being interpreted as factual.
3. Avoid statements that may be interpreted in more
than one way.
4. Avoid statements that are irrelevant to the
psychological object under consideration.
5. Avoid statements that are likely to be endorsed
by almost everyone or by almost no one.
6. Select statements that are believed to cover the
entire range of the affective scale of interest.
7. Keep the language of the statement simple, clear,
and direct.
8. Statements should be short, rarely exceeding
twenty wo rd s
.
379.
Each s uatenient should contain only one complete
thought.
10. Statements containing universals such as all,
always
,
none
,
and never often introduce ambiguity
and should be avoided.
11. Words such as only
,
just
,
merely, and others of a
similar nature should be used with care and moder-
ation in writing statements.
12. Whenever possible, statements should be in the form
of simple sentences rather than in the form of
compound or complex sentences.
13. Avoid the use of words that may not be understood
by those who are to be given the completed scale.
14. Avoid the use of double negatives [p. 13f ] .
Initially there were 450 statements in the pool of items
that pertained to the six above mentioned attitudes. ^ They
were then subjected to a judgment of discrimination by eigh-
teen raters. These raters, considered to be experts in the
areas of community dynamics and residence hall systems by
virtue of the fact that they were teaching college students
aspects of community dynamics in residence hall affairs, were
6 Likert's method seems to function best when a "universe"
of items is selected initially, that is to say, an exhaustive
list of items, many of which may not be selected in the final
analysis
.
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asked to rate each statement in terms of how well they
thought it discriminated between high and low community
orientation. The raters were using a 5-point scale for
scoring similar to that expected to be used for the fin-
ished scale.
A mean and standard deviation (S.D.) score was calcu-
lated for each item score. Those items whose mean score
was below 3.5 (on the 5-point scale) and whose S.D. score
was 1.00 or more were rejected as being "undifferentiating
[Fishbein, 1967, p. 92]" statements. From the original
450 items only one hundred and twenty-seven were found to
meet the criteria of the power of discrimination. Fifteen
statements pertaining to each of the six attitudes were
7
selected to comprise the refined scale of 90 items. That
90 item scale was then administered to a large sample of
students at the University of Massachusetts. There were
406 responses from this pilot study and they were analyzed
by using a factor analysis computer program (EDIFACT) . The
results of that analysis showed there to be forty items
whose correlation coefficients were .50 or higher. The
7 Only 90 items (15 per attitude) were selected^ purely
as a mathematical convenience. 127 was an odd number to
function with and psychologically, anything over 100 seems
a bit lengtny to the subjects.
8 Those with less than a .50 correlation coefficient are
much too low, even .50 is extremely chancy.
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ratxo between negative and positive statements still remains
close to 50% for each. All six of the attitudes that were
originally described are represented in the further refined
and reduced 40 item scale. This, then, represents the final
scale to be administered to the 800 students at the earlier
mentioned institutions. They, in turn, represent the sample
to be tested.
Design
The design for the investigation is considered to be
experimental by virtue of the fact that it involves the con-
struction of an attitude scale for the measurement of under-
graduate residential students' attitudes toward community
and community orientation in terms of the halls that they
live in. Nowhere in the published reports of attitude
scale construction is there to be found a scale quite like
the one that is proposed.
Data collection - A letter was sent to a friend and/or
colleague at each of the eight selected colleges or univer-
sities outlining the study in some detail and asking each
for their help in administering the scale. Seven days after
those letters were sent a follow-up telephone call was made
to each individual in order to clear up any misunderstand-
ings and to get final confirmation on their willingness to
participate in the study. At this point all eight campuses
were willing to take part in the study but as time went by
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the faculty member at Hampshire College reported that, al-
though he was anxious to have hrs campus participate, he
could not persuade the core of student leaders he had con-
tacted to help him with the administration. In their opinion
the student body was already bending under the strain of
those wishing to experiment with their brand spanking new
college. However, one of those leaders indicated a willing-
ness to attempt the study even knowing the odds against
completion.
The campus contacts were then sent packets of material
containing scales, instructions, and answer sheets for each
of the 100 students selected at their campuses. The contact
people were asked to subjectively select two residence halls
at their campus. One, that in their judgment, had students
with a high community orientation and one that had students
who exhibited a low community orientation. They were then
asked to randomly select fifty students from each of those
halls who would become a part of the total sample to be
tested. The instructions call for the scale to be adminis-
tered once during the week of October 18th and once during
the vzeek of November 15th. The scale forms are to be kept
at the participating schools but the answer sheets should
be returned as soon as each administration has been completed.
Based upon past experience measures will need to be
taken to insure an ample number of responses. Although 100
students will be asked to respond at each campus, it is
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hoped thau at least 60% v/ill actually return accurate, clear,
completed answer sheets. Also, reminder telephone calls
will be made to the colleges at about the time it is ex-
pected that the scales are to be administered. The impor-
tance and significance of the study will be impressed upon
each volunteer person and an offer made to share the re-
sults with any of those who wish it.
Data Analysis - The data gethered from test administra-
tion will be analyzed in several ways. The first is by the
test-retest method where identical forms of the scale are
administered to the same subject twice and then the two sets
of scores are compared. This reliability check will be
performed on each subject. There v/ill be a four week interval
between administrations of the test. The purpose of this
reliability check is to determine the stability of the
instrument over repeated administrations. If the responses
on the second scale administration remain largely the same
for the same subjects, the scale can be said to have retest
reliability. This assum.es, of course, that no special
training of the subjects has taken place between the first
and second administrations of the scale in the areas of the
six attitudes being tested. A small number of response
changes are to be expected over 800 subjects but reliability
coefficients should be at least .78.
Although the split-half method of reliability is normally
used with a single administration procedure, there is no
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reason why this widely accepted method cannot be used in
the present study. The measure can be either performed on
each of the two sets of cata or on one or the other. This
procedure divides the scale only for scoring, not for
administration. The process here is a matter of separating
the odd-numbered items on the scale from the even-numbered
ones and scoring them separately. 9
The usual procedure for calculating the split-half
method is by using the Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula
(Thorndike & Hagen, 1955) :
rll =
2ri/ 2 V2
1+r1/2 1/2
where r^ is the estimated reliability of the full-
length scale, r,
,
is the actual correlation
1/2 1/2
between the two halves of the scale [p. 129]
.
The criterion of internal consistency check can be
made by using 10% of the extremes of scores being used in
the scale, that is to say, 10% of those subjects categorized
9 The purposes for selecting this method of checking
the reliability of the scale are to determine whether
or not the scores of each half are comparable. If both
negative ard. positive items are randomly dispersed
throughout the scale then the 2 sets of scores should be
comparable thus showing a positive split-half reliability.
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as having a high community orientation and 10% of those
subjects categorized as having a low community orientation."^
This acts as an objective check upon the correct assigning
of numerical values in that if they are reversed on a par-
ticular statement the high group will score low on that
statement and the low group will score high on that state-
ment .
Concept or construct validity as it is often called,
was tested by means of the factor analysis program, EDIFACT.
The tetrachoric r correlation matrix showed there to be
six factors on the stepped-down rotation for the pilot
study mentioned earlier. Content validity can be achieved
by collecting a large pool of items that presumably "touch
on all the main kinds of beliefs and feelings about the at-
titude object [Kretch, Crutchfield and Ballachey, 1962,
p. 159]". 12
10 Having made predictions that certain groups would have
an orientation toward high community and others would have
an orientation toward low community, this method seemed to
be the only one that would either confirm or deny that pre-
diction.
Factor analysis was used in the pilot study to determine
if the scale was measuring any factors and if so were they the
six factors that the scale was attempting to measure,. A1
^
though six factors were evident it is difficult. to determine
which six factors those were. Too many assumptions must be
made and therefore this method will not be used in the pre-
sent study.
12 This was done in order to extend the chance factor of^
including all possible statements about the psychological ob
ject. The more statements there are,. the better the chances
are for the inclusion of clear, discriminating statements.
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The Chi Square [X^] tests of 'goodness of fit' were
employed by Winder (1971) in a study mentioned earlier and
will be used in the present study in determining the reli-
ability of the proposed attitude scale. This class of tests
for X determines whether or not a table of observed fre-
quencies "fits" or is consistent with a corresponding set of
theoretical frequencies (a X^ table that can be found in
most basic statistics texts taken from Fisher and Yates,
date unknown) conforming to a given hypothesis. Cross-
tabulations will be performed upon several tables of observed
frequencies such as subject's sex, school, score on the pre-
post- and total test, the distance that a subject travels
between his legal place of residence and school and, his
perceived level of community.
The major reason for testing samples of eight different
college populations is to determine if the scale has dis-
criminate validity in relation to those subjects who are said
to have a high community orientation versus those subjects
who are said to have a low community orientation. Given
a randomly selected sample of both types of subjects, the
high group should score high across the eight campuses and
the low group should score low. The scale then would be
said to have discrimination power, or the ability to dis-
criminate between two sets of subjects who carry different
attitudes toward the same psychological objects.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Several computer programs developed and or refined at
the University of Massachusetts' University Computing Center
were utilized in analyzing the data generated in the study:
Program SCALER was used to reverse and correct the 5-point
Likert type scales and to compute the six factors found in
the attitude scale; Program SBHALFER computed the Spearman-
Brown Split-Half correlations for the total sample tested
(all subjects, pre- and post-tests); Program RELIABLE was
utilized to compute the Criterion of Internal Consistency
(using 10% of each of the extremes) and the Spearman-Brown
Split-Half Correlations for each of the subpopulations (pre-
test, post-test, male, female, school, those whose home was
less than and further than seventy miles from their school
and those who were predicted to be in the high community
group and the low community group) and; the Statistical Pack
age for the Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.) was used to compute
the marginal and complete frequency distributions, as well
as all of the crosstabulation (Chi Square [X^]
)
tables.
The next several pages will contain the results of tne
above analyses in tabular form following some initial demo-
graphic data about the subjects that were tested. In all
there were 903 responses to the attitude scale questionnaire
Four-hundred and thirty of these were males, 459 were female
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and, 14 subjects failed to indicate their sex on the at-
titude scale answer sheets and are not part of final tabula-
tions. Four-hundred and sixty-eight subjects returned pre-
test forms (of which 5 were invalid due to a lack of sex
indication) and 435 subjects returned post-test forms
(of which 9 were invalid for the same reason)
.
Table 1 illustrates the aformentioned data in relation
to the schools attended by the subjects. One of the insti-
tutions contacted (Amherst College) to participate in the
study was unable to interest any of its students in completing
the instrument during the time period prescribed earlier
(October-November of 1970). Although this was an unfortunate
occurance, it was thought that valuable data would be de-
rived by administering the attitude scale to this subpopu-
lation during the second semester of that same academic
year (February-March of 1971) . If the instrument was pro-
ven to be at least as reliable and valid, four months hence,
as it was during the first and second administration, by
administering it to an entirely different sample of subjects,
it can be said to have additional test-re-test reliability.
Once again, however, this was not possible and Amherst
College was released from consideration.
The subpopulation of Goddard College was only able to
participate in the pre-test due to a delay in initial admin-
istration and the fact that the subjects chosen were away
from that campus during the winter months. As ohere were.
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TABLE 1
CROSSTABULATION OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST
BY SEX AND INSTITUTION OF
SUBJECTS
College or Pre- Post-
University Test Test Total
Males
Amherst.^1
Goddard*3 4 4
Hampshire 29 27 56
Massachusetts
.
42 36 78
New Hampshire 59 60 119
Rhode Island 92 77 169
Smith — —— — —
Vassar 2 2 4
Sub-Total 228 202 430
Females
Amher sta ___
Goddard*3 7 — 7
Hampshire 24 23 47
Massachusetts 18 18 36
New Hampshire 25 24 49
Rhode Island — —
Smith i 100 99 199
Vassar 61 60 121
Sub-Total
j
235 224 459
Total 463° 42 6d 889
aDid not complete study,
^Completed only pre-test.
.
cFive missing observations due to a lack of sex indication
dNine missing observations due to a lack Ol sex indication
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only a very few subjects involved, the Criterion of Internal
Consistency was not calculated for this subpopulation and
cro s stabulations were calculated only for the pre—test.
Thus, the results of analysis will, in most cases, concern
themselves with the six remaining institutions (Hampshire
College, the University of Massachusetts, the University of
New Hampshire, the University of Rhode Island, Smith College
and, Vassar College)
.
Prior to administering the scale each campus contact
person was asked to predict which half of that school's
sample would score low on the instrument and which half
would score high (representing a low community orientation
and a high community orientation respectively)
.
Table 2 is
a demographic representation of that data crosstabulated
with subjects' institution and pre- and post-test informa-
tion
.
In addition to the above data, subjects were asked
to indicate the distance between their legal place of
residence and the institution they were attending. It
has been hypothesized here that distance has a positive
correlational effect upon community orientation. In
other words, the further one lives (legal residence) from
campus when not attending school, the higher hrs orienta-
tion to the residence hall community. Chi Square (X )
tables will be produced to show this analysis later in
this chapter. At this point only the crosstabulation of
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TABLE 2
CROSSTABULATION OF PREDICTED HIGH AND LOW
COMMUNITY (PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST) BY
INSTITUTION OF SUBJECTS
College or
University
High Community Low Community Total
Pre-
Test
Post-
Test
Pre-
Test
Post-
Test
Pre-
Test
Post-
Test
Goddard 11 11
Hampshire 34 34 19 16 53 50
Massachusetts 32 31 28 23 60 54
New Hampshire 50 50 34 34 84 84
Rhode Island 52 48 40 29 92 77
Smith 49 48 51 51 100 99
Vassar 3 6 35 27 27 63
...
62
Sub-Totals 264 246 199 180 463 426
Total 510 379 889
miles traveled by (pre- and post-test) institution attended
will be shown. This data appears in Table 3.
Pre-Te st Chp Square Crosstabulations
Chi Square Tests of Goodness of Fit were employed to
show the differences of empirical deviation from observed
frequencies calculated by degrees of freedom. Crosstabulations
have been performed between each of the following categories.
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TABLE 3
CROSSTABULATION OF MILES TRAVELED (PRE-
AND POST-TEST) BY INSTITUTION OF
SUBJECTS
College or
Pre-Test Post-Test Total
Un iversity
+70
Miles
-70
Miles
+70
Miles
-70
Miles
Pre-
Test
Post-
Test
Goddard 10 1 11
Hampshire 40 13 38 12 53 50
Massachusetts 46 14 41 13 60 54
N. Hampshire 38 46 37 47 84 84
Rhode Island 48 44 38 39 92 77
Smith 83 17 83 16 100 99
Vassar 57 6 51 11 63 62
Sub-Total 322 141 288 138 463 426
Total
;
4 63 426 889
Notes
:
+70 miles was chosen as an arbitrary cut-off point for
determining high or low community orientation after
consultation with the various campus contact persons.
miles traveled; sex of subject; school attended and; total
score on the instrument. This data follows, including raw
or corrected X 2
,
degrees of freedorr
,
and the level of signj.f~-
cance. Significant levels for the study would be at least
Table 4 shows a X 2 crosstabulation of subject's sex05
.
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and the distance that the subject is from his or her legal
place of residence (reported as plus 70 miles or minus 70
miles)
.
TABLE 4
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF STUDENT
RESPONDENT BY DISTANCE FROM
PLACE OF RESIDENCE
FOR PRE-TEST
Distance Traveled
Number Perceived Level of Comm. Row
Identification Total
-70 Miles +70 Miles
High Low
Males
Frequency 97 131 228
Row % 42.5 57.5 49.2
Column % 68.8 40.7
Total % 21.0 28.3
Females
Frequency 44 191 235
Row % 18.7 81.3 50.8
Column % 31.2 59.3
Total % 9.5 41.3
Column 141 322 463
Total 30.5 69.5 100.0
Notes
:
X
2
of 29.88886 (corrected).
1 degree of freedom.
Significant beyond .000 level.
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Although Table 4 is not extremely revealing, it is
interesting to note that 81.3% of all the women on the pre-
test claim their legal residence to be greater than 70
miles from the college they attend. The percentage of men
in the same category is 57.5. It is also interesting to
note that 322 subjects or 69.5% of the total (463) claimed
their legal residence to be greater than 70 miles from the
college they attend. In this sample the women seem to have
the greater propensity for living a long distance from
college.
Table 5 shows a very high level of significance in the
crosstabulation between respondent's sex and the school he
or she attends. This seems strange once one realizes that
six of the seven institutions are coeducational. However,
this table is misleading in that in the case of three insti-
tutions over 95% of their subjects are of one sex only. In
fact, in two cases it is 100%. This is a major factor
contributing to the high level of significance. Even though
two schools' subjects are almost all of one sex, the entire
pre-test population represents an almost 50-50 split between
males and females (228 men and 235 women)
.
The next table (Table 6) is a crosstabulation of
respondent’s sex by perceived level of community orientation.
The tabulation seems to indicate that sex differences do
not exist to any great degree in terms of the level of com-
munitv orientation. There does, however, seem to be a slight
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TABLE 6
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF STUDENT
RESPONDENT BY PERCEIVED LEVEL
OF COMMUNITY ORIENTATION
FOR PRE-TEST
Number Perceived Level of Comm. i Row
TotalIden uification
High Low
Males
Frequency 121 107 228
Row % 53.1 46.9 49.2
Column % 45.8 53.8
Total % 26.1 23.1
Females
Frequency 143 92 235
Row % 60.9 39.1 50.8
Column % 54.2 46.2
Total % 30.9 19.9
Column 264 199 463
Total 57.0 43.0 100.0
Notes
:
Corrected of 2.55013 (a. correction for continuity is
required whenever one degree of freedom [df
]
is available)
.
One degree of freedom.
Significant at the 0.1103 level.
tendency on the part of women, in the study, to be more j.n
dined toward a high community orientation than the men (54.2
versus 45.8%)
.
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Table 7 shows a crosstabulation of sex of student
respondent by total score received on the pre-test. The
range of possible scores for a given subject is from 0
to 200. In order to receive a score of "0" on the instru-
ment one would have to leave the answer sheet completely
blank (the Likert type scale ranges from 1 to 5) . For a
subject to receive a score of 200 on the instrument one
would have to register a "strongly agree" (5) response
on each of the 40 items on the scale. However, an analysis
all pre-test data indicates that the actual range of
scores varies only from 31 to 100.
As the table indicates the scores for both males and
females are fairly evenly distributed. The largest accum-
mulation of scores fall in the 61-7 0 range for men with all
other scores falling away into the three ranges on either
side. As the range of scores move toward 100 the table
shows that the women outscore the men only slightly. The
largest accummulation of scores for women fall in the 71-
80 range and the rest fall away gradually as they do for
the men.
Table 8 shows a cross tabulation of distance from legal
place of residence by the institution that the student
attends. Note that almost 70% of all subjects live over
70 miles from the institution that they attend.
Only two institutions have less than 75.5% of their
respondents living more than 70 miles from those institutions
(New Hampshire and Rhode Island) . In Rhode Island this is
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likely because 70 miles from Kingston (where the university
is located) in many directions puts one outside the state.
1 he vast majority of students at the University of Rhode
Island are residents of that state.
Table 9 shows a crosstabulation of distance from legal
place of residence by the perceived level of community
orientation. Even though, as in table 8, most respondents
live more than 70 miles from the institutions they attend.
There seems to be little significance between this fact
and their community orientation. In fact, only 57% of all
of those subjects tested on the pre-test who were perceived
as having a high community orientation claim their legal
place of residence to be over 70 miles from the institution
they attend.
The crosstabulation in table 10 is of distance from
place of legal residence by total score on the pre-test.
Those respondents who live under 70 miles from their insti-
tution had scores that "peaked" in the 71-80 range while
those who lived over 7 0 miles from their institutions had
scores that "peaked" in the 61-70 range. This fact seems to
indicate that there is no great significance between living
far from college and scoring high on the 4 0-item attitude
scale.
The data derived from table 11 seems to indicate thau
there is a direct correlation between the school one attends
and the perceived level of community orientation. However,
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TABLE 9
CROSSTABULATION OF DISTANCE FROM PLACE OF LEGAL
RESIDENCE BY PERCEIVED LEVEL OF COMMUNITY
ORIENTATION FOR THE PRE-TEST
Number
Identification
Perceived Level of
Community Orientation
Row
Total
High Low
Under 70 Miles
Frequency
. — —- —
—
80 61 141
Row % 56.7 43.3 30.5
Column % 30.3 30.7
Total % 17.3 13.2
Over 70 Miles
Frequency 184 138 322
Row % 57.1 42.9 69.5
Column % 6 9.7 69.3
Total % 39.7 29.8
Column 264 199 463
Total 57.0 43.0 ! 100.0
Notes: Corrected X of 0.00044.
1 degree of freedom.
Significant at the 0.9833 level.
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there is an empty cell in the low community category for
Goddard College. The reason for the empty cell (no subjects
fell into the low community category) is that there were
no students from Goddard, who participated in the study,
that were perceived as having a low community orientation.
This gives a somewhat false appearance to the level of
significance. However, six of the seven institutions on the
pre-test had more than 53% of their respondents in the high
community orientation category. The seventh college, Smith,
was at 43%.
Table 12 is a crosstabulation of the school of the
respondent and the total score on the pre-test. The data
indicates that the relationship between the two is little
more than chance. While Goddard and Hampshire College show
scores in the 81 to 90 range and all others fall between 61
to 80, those two also have a high number of respondents that
fall in the 61-70 range. Seventy-eight point nine per cent
of all scores fell between score ranges of 51-60, 61-70, and
71-80.
One of the research hypotheses for the study was that
those respondents who were perceived as having a high com-
munity orientation would score high on the 40 item attitude
scale. Although thus far only the data for the pre-test
has been reported, the crosstabulation in table 13 supports
that hypothesis. The crosstabulation in table 13 is of per-
ceived level of community orientation by total score on the
TABLE 12
CROSS TABULATION OF SCHOOL RESPONDENT ATTENDS BY 63
TOTAL SCORE ON THE PRE-TEST
School
Number
Identi-
fication
Range of Scores
Row
Total31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100
Frequency 0 0 1 3 3 3 1 11
Goddard Row % 0.0 0.0 9.1 27.3 27.3 27.3 9.1 2.4
Col. % 0.0 0.0 1.2 2.0 2.2 4.8 9.1
Total % 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.2
Frequency 0 3 8 15 12 15 0 53
Hampshire Row % 0.0 5.7 15.1 28.3 22.6 28.3 0.0 11.4
Col
. % 0.0 14.3 9.9 10.1 8.8 23.8 0.0
Total % 0.0 0.6 1.7 3.2 2.6 3.2 0.0
Frequency 0 5 13 15 , 19 6 2 60
Massachusetts Row % 0.0 8.3 21.7 25.0 31.7 10.0 3.3 13.0
Col
. % 0.0 23.8 16.0 10.1 14.0 9.5 18.2
Total % 0.0 1.1 2.8 3.2 4.1 1.3 0.4
Frequency 0 1 20 30 24 8 1 84
New Row % 0.0 1.2 23.8 35.7 28.6 9.5 1.2 18.1
Hampshire
Col. % 0.0 4.8 24.7 20.3 17.6 12.7 9.1
Total % 0.0 0.2 4.3 6.5 5.2 1.7 0.2
Frequency ]. 3 9 34 30 13 1 92
Rhode Row % 1.1 3.3 9.8 37.0 32.6 15.2 1.1 19.9
Is],and
Col. % 33.3 14.3 11.1 23.0 22.1 22.2 9.1
Total % 0.2 0.6 1.9 7.3 6.5 3.0 0.2
Frequency 2 6 18 26 34 11 3 100
Smith Row % 2.0 6.0 18.0 26.0 34.0 11.0 3.0 21.6
Col. % 66.7 28.6 22.2 17.6 25.0 17.5 27.3
Total % 0.4 1.3 3.9 5.6 7.3 2.4 0.6
Frequency 0 3 12 25 14 6 3 63
Vassar Row % 0.0 4.8
19.0 39.7 22.2 9.5 4.8 13.6
Col. % 0.0 14.3 14.8 16.9 10.3 9.5 27.3
Total % 0.0 0.6 2.6 5.4 3.0 1.3 0.6
Column 3 21 81 148 136 63 11 463
Total 0.6 4.5 17.5 32.0 29.4 13.6 2.4 100.0
Notes: Raw x
2
of 43.70525.
36 degrees of freedom,
significant at the 0.1768 level.
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pre-test. From among all those respondents who were per-
ceived as having a low community orientation 87.5% scored
between 51 and 80. From among all those who were perceived
as having a high community orientation 86.4% scored between
61 and 90. The highest single range of scores for those
who were perceived as having a low community orientation was
between 61 and 70 or 38.2%. The highest single range for
thos^- who were perceived as having a high community orienta-
tion was from 71-80 or 38.3%.
To further illustrate the high level of significance
of this data--77
. 8% of those respondents who scored between
51 and 60 were perceived as having a low community orienta-
tion and 90.9% of those respondents who scored between 91
and 100 were perceived as having a high community orienta-
tion. This and all of the other pre-test data will be cross-
tabulated with the post-test data later in this Chapter.
Post-Test Chi Square Crosstabulation
2The post-test X crosstabulations will be reported in
much the same fashion as were those of the pre-test: sex by
miles; sex by school; sex by community orientation; sex by
post-test scores; miles by school, community orientation, and
post-test scores and; community orientation by post-test
scores
.
The first post-test cross tabulation (Table 14) is of
sex of respondent by distance.
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TABLE 14
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF RESPONDENT
FROM LEGAL RESIDENCE FOR POST
BY DISTANCE
-TEST
Number
Identification
Distance From Legal Residence
Row
Total
-70 Miles
-i-7 0 Miles
Males
Frequency 93 109 202
Row % 46.0 54.0 47.
4
Column % 67.4 37.8
Total % 21.8 25. 6
Females
Frequency 45 179 224
Row % 20.1 79.9 52.6
Column % 32.6 62.2
Total % 10. 6 42.0
Column 138 288 426
Total 32.4 67.6 100.0
Notes: Corrected < 2 of 31.48632.
1 degree of freedom.
Significant beyond the o.ooo level.
Of all those respondents who lived more than 70 miles
from the institution they attended 7 9.9% were women, and of
all those taking the post-test 67.6% lived more than 70
miles from the college they attended.
Although table 15 shows a high level of significance,
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there are two empty cells (Rhode Island did not have female
respondents on the post-test and Smith did not have any
males) m the crosstabulation that may distort the results.
Note should be taken that Goddard College did not participate
m the post-test. This leaves six institutions for analysis
of post-test data.
Table 16 is a crosstabulation of sex of student res-
pondent by perceived level of orientation. Of all those
tested on the post-test 57.7% of them were perceived as hav-
ing a high community orientation and 59.8% of those were
women
. Table 16 shows there to be little, if any, correla-
tion between sex of respondent on the post-test and the
perceived level of community orientation. One fact is clear
however and that is that generally women have a higher com-
munity orientation than men.
The crosstabulation for table 17 is of sex of respondent
by total score on the post-test. As one can see, the data is
fairly well distributed over all cells. The largest accum-
mulations of frequencies of scores are between 61-80 for
both males and females. It would only be by chance that one
sex scored well above or below the other, in fact almost 43
out of 100 are by chance.
Over 65% of all those respondents who were administered
the post-test live greater than 70 miles from the institu-
tion that they attend. These are some of the results from
table. 18 where the crosstabulation is of distance from
respondent's place of legal residence by the school presently
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TABLE 16
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF RESPONDENT
BY PERCEIVED LEVEL OF COMMUNITY
ORIENTATION FOR THE POST-TEST
Number
Level of Community
Orientation
RowIdentification
Total
High Low
Males
Frequency i
Row % '
Column %
Total %
112
55.4
45.5
26.3
90
44.6
50. 0
21.1
202
47.4
Females
Frequency 134 90 224
Row % 59.8 40.2 52.6
Column % 54.5 50.0
Total % 31.5 21.1
Column 246 180 426
Total 57.7 42.3 100.0
Notes: Corrected X of 0.66386.
1 degree of freedom.
Significant at the 0.4152 level.
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attended. Generally, those respondents who attend private
institutions live further from those institutions than those
v.Jho attend state universities. Seventy-six percent of
Hampshire College respondents live more than 70 miles from
that school. The percentage is even higher for those attend-
ing Smith and Vassar (83.8% and 82.3% respectively). Most of
New Hampshire and Rhode Island's respondents live closer to
their institutions: 56% of New Hampshire's respondents live
closer than 70 miles from that school and 50.6% of Rhode
Island's live closer than 70 miles from that school. Many
Massachusetts respondents, however, live further than 70
miles from the town of Amherst where they attend college
(75.9%). A contributing factor here is that over 83% of
that state's population live within 30 miles of the capitol
city, Boston, and the distance between Boston and the
Amherst campus of the University is over 90 miles. The
"in-state" percentage of undergraduates at the University is
13
over 90.
The level of significance reached for the data in table
18 indicates there to be a correlation, on the post-test,
between attendance at these institutions (certainly Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Smith and Vassar) and living more than 70
miles from the institution one attends.
13 This statistic was reported by
tional Studies at the University of
of the Commonwealth in 1966.
the Office of Institu-
Massachusetts in a study
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omy 57.7? of all those administered the post-test were
perceived as having a high community orientation. However,
65? of those living over 70 miles from school were perceivld
as having a high community orientation. These facts were
derived from table 19 where the crosstabulation was of dis-
tance from respondent's place of legal residence by the per-
ceived level of community orientation.
The results of the crosstabulations on table 20 are not
very significant. In 28 times out of 100 the factor is chance
that those who, on the post-test, live more than 70 miles
from school would score high on the 40 item attitude scale.
In fact, 58.3% of those scoring between 91 and 100 live
closer than 70 miles from the institution they attend.
The highest score range with the largest number of
frequencies was 61-70 (138 respondents or 32.4%). The
highest range (91-100) only had 12 respondents or 2.8% of
all those tested.
Table 21 is a crosstabulation of the school one attends
by one's perceived level of community orientation for the
post-test. These two variables seem not to be interdependent
and therefore not significant as a pair. The school one
attends does not seem to have a direct relationship to
whether one scores low or high on the attitude scale.
However, in table 22 all schools scored relatively high
on the scale. Each school's highest or largest cell (score
range) fell at leas t- between 61 and 70: 32.4% of all those
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TABLE 19
CROSSTABULATION OF DISTANCE FROM RESPONDENT'S PLACE
OF LEGAL RESIDENCE BY THE PERCEIVED
LEVEL OF COMMUNITY FOR
THE POST-TEST
Number
Perceived Level of
Community Row
TotalL-Xvjil
High Low
Under 70 Miles •
Frequency
Row %
Column %
Total %
86
62.3
35.0
20.2
5 2
37.7
28.9
12.2
138
32.4
Over 70 Miles
Frequency
Row %
Column %
Total %
160
55.6
65.0
37.6
128
44.4
71.1
30.0
288
67.6
Column
Total
246
i 57.7
180
42.3
426
|
100.0
Corrected X of 1.48279.
1 degree of freedom.
Significant at the 0.2233 level.
Notes
:
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TABLE 22
CROSS TABULATION OF SCHOOL ATTENDED BY THE
TOTAL SCORE ON THE POST-TEST
School
Number
Identi-
fication
Range of Scores
—
Row
Total21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100
Frequency 0 0 4 4 10 13 19 0 50
Hampshire
Row % 0.0 0.0 8.0 8.0 20.0 26.0 38.0 0.0 11.7
Col . % 0.0 0.0 22.2 6.0 7.2 10.7 28.8 0.0
Total % 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.9 2.3 3.1 4.5 0.0
Frequency 0 0 2 8 15 20 8 1 54
Massa- Row % 0.0 0.0 3.7 14.8 27.8 37.0 14.8 1.9 1 P , 7
chusetts
Col . % 0.0 0.0 11.1 11.9 10.9 16.4 12.1 8.3
Total % 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.9 3.5 4.7 1.9 0.2
Frequency 0 0 1 15 28 27 11 2 84
New Row % 0.0 0.0 1.2 17.9 33.3 32.1 13.1 2.4 19.7
Hampshire
Col . % 0.0 0.0 5.6 22.4 20.3 22.1 16.7 16.7
Total % 0.0 0.0 0.2 3.5 6.6 6.3 2.6 0.5
Frequency 1 0 1 9 33 21 11 1 77
Rhode Row % 1.3 0.0 1.3 11.7 42.9 27.3 14.3 1.3 18.1
Island
Col. % 100.0 0.0 5.6 13.4 23.9 17.2 16.7 8.3
Total % 0.2 0.0 0.2 2.1 7.7 4.9 2.6 0.2
Frequency 0 2 7 19 32 25 10 4 99
Smith Row % 0.0 2.0 7.1 19.2 32.3 25.3 10.1 4.0 23.2
Col . % 0.0 100.0 38.9 28.4 23.2 20.5 15.2 33.3
Total % 0.0 0.5 1.6 4.5 7.5 5.9 2.3 0.9
Frequency 0 0 3 12 20 16 7 4 62
Row % 0.0 0.0 4.8 19.4 32.3 25.8 11.3 6.5 14.6
Vassar
Col. % 0.0 0.0 16.7 17.9 14.5 13.1 10.6 33.3
Total % 0.0 0.0 0.7 2.8 4.7 3.8 1.6 0.9
Column 1 2 18 67 138 122 66 12 426
Score 0.2 0.5 4.2 15.7 32.4 28.6 15.5 2.8 100.0
Notes: Raw x
2
of 55.24976.
35 degrees of freedom.
significant at the 0.01 level (0.0160).
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tested scored within that range and; 28.6% scored in the 71
to 80 range. In all, 95.1 of all respondents on the post-
test scored above 50 points out of a possible 100 (the
actual highest possible score could be 200 [40 items X 5,
or strongly agree"] but no respondent scored over 100 on
the attitude scale)
. There were 11 empty cells in table
22 which may account, to some degree, for reaching the .01
level of significance. Nonetheless, there is, it seems some
correlation between the institution one attends and scoring
high on the attitude scale regardless of the level of com-
munity orientation (table 21)
.
Table 23 is a crosstabulation of the perceived level of
community orientation by the total score received on the post-
test; fifty-seven point seven percent of all respondents
were perceived as having a high community orientation and 95.1
of all those tested received a score of 51 or better; 100.0%
of those scoring between 21 and 30 (the lowest range on the
post-test) were perceived as having a low community orienta-
tion; 50.0% of those scoring between 31 and 40 were perceived
as having a low community orientation; 94.4% of those scoring
between 41 and 50 were perceived as having a low community
orientation; 74.6% of those scoring between 51 and 60 were
perceived as having a low community orientation; 61. 6 ° of
those scoring between 61 and 7 0 were perceived as having a low
community orientation; 80.3% of those scoring between 71 and
80 were perceived as having a high community orientation,
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97.0% of those
80
scoring between 81 and 90 were perceived as
having a high community orientation and so too did the 100.0%
who scored between 91 and 100.
°f Chi Square Crosstabulation
There are certain pieces of data (not yet reported)
that are more understandable and revealing when they are
presented in comparison to each other in a sequential fashion.
The first of these comparisons is a crosstabulation of all
respondents on the pre-test and post—test who's place of
legal residence was less than 7 0 miles from the school they
attended and their perceived level of community orientation
by those who's place of legal residence was more than 70
miles from the school they attended. Table 24 shows those
under 70 miles and table 25 shows those over 70 miles.
In table 24 most respondents were male (190 or 68.1%)
who lived less than 70 miles from the schools that they
attended and most of them (113 or 59.5%) were perceived as
having a high community orientation. Most females were also
perceived as having a high community orientation (53 or
59.6%) .
In table 25 most respondents were female (370 or 60.7%)
who lived more than 7 0 miles from the schools that they attended
and most of them (224 or 60.5%) were perceived as having a
high community orientation. The number of males 'who were
perceived as having a high community orientation equalled
those who were perceived as having a low community
orientation
81
TABLE 24
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF ' RESPONDENT BY PERCEIVEDLEVEL OF COMMUNITY ORIENTATION FOR PRE-
AND POST-TEST LESS THAN 70 MILES
Level of
-
Number Community Orientation RowIdentification Total
High Low
Males
Frequency 113 77 190
Row % 59.5 40.5 68.1
Column % 68.1 68.1
Total % 40.5 27.6
Females
Frequency 53 36 89
Row % 59.6 40.4 31.9
Column % 31.9 31.9
Total % 19.0 12.9
Column 166 113 279
Total 59.5 40.5 100.0
Notes: Corrected X of 0.01408.
1 degree of freedom.
0.9056 level of significance
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TABLE 25
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF RESPONDENT BY PERCEIVED
LEVEL OF COMMUNITY ORIENTATION FOR PRE-
AND POST-TEST MORE THAN 70 MILES
Level of i
Number
Identification
Community Orientation Row
Total
High Low
Males
Frequency 120 120 240
Row % 50.0 50.0 39.3
Column % 34.9 45.1
Total % 19.7 19.7
Females
2
Notes: Corrected X of 6.15536,
1 degree of freedom.
Significant at the 0.01 level (0.0131).
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(120). Remembering that there were 463 respondents, whose
answer sheets were complete, on the pre-test and 426 for
the post-test, most of the statistics being quoted here are
for individuals who have been tested twice. One comparison
worth noting here is that for both tnose who lived less
than 70 miles and those who lived more than 70 miles, at
least 56% were perceived as having a high community orienta-
tion. Further, there were more than twice as many (344)
high community responses from those who lived more than 70
miles from school as there were from those who lived less
than 70 miles from school (166). Finally, the level of
• 2
significance for the X crosstabulation of those who lived
less than 70 miles from the institution they attended by
their perceived level of community was 0.9056—and for those
who lived more than 70 miles from the institution they
attended, it was 0.0131. In other words, chance plays a
large part in determining the relationship between one's
level of community orientation and the distance (-70 miles)
from school of his legal place of residence. This is not
the case for those who live more than 70 miles from the
school they attend.
Another interesting comparison is between those who
live greater than 70 miles from the institution they attend
by those who live less than 70 miles for the pre-test and
for the post-test. Tables 26 and 27 show these comparisons.
In table 26 there were more than twice as many males
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TABLE 26
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF STUDENT RESPONDENT
BY PRE- AND POST-TEST FOR THOSE LIVING
LESS THAN 70 MILES FROM SCHOOL
Number
Time of Administration
Row
Identification Total
Pre-Test Post-Test
Males
Frequency 97 93 190
Row % 51.1 48.9 68.1
Column % 68.8 67.4
Total % 34.8 33.3
Females
Frequency 44 45 89
Row % 49.4 50.6 31.9
Column % 31.2 36.2
Total % 15.8 16.1
Column 141 138 27 9
Total 50.5 49.5 100.0
2
Notes: Corrected X of 0.01511.
1 degree of freedom.
0.9022 level of significance.
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TABLE 27
CROSSTABULATION OF SEX OF STUDENT RESPONDENT
BY PRE- AND POST-TEST FOR THOSE
LIVING MORE THAN 70 MILES
FROM SCHOOL
Number
Identification
Time of Administration
Pre-Test
Row
Total
Post-Test
Males
Frequency 131 109 240
Row % 54.6 45.4 39.3
Column % 40.7 37.8
Total % 21.5 17.9
Females
Frequency 191 179 370
Row % 51.6 48.4 60.7
Column % 59.3 62.2
Total % 31.3 29.3
Column 322 288 610
Total 52.8 47.2 100.0
2
Notes: Corrected X of 0.40042.
1 degree of freedom.
0.5269 level of significance.
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who lived less than 7 0 miles from the school they attended
(97 on the pre-test and 93 on the post-test) as there were
females (44 on the pre-test and 45 on the post-test)
. How-
ever, neariy 2/3 of those who lived more than 70 miles from
school (131 on the pre-test and 179 on the post-test) were
women (table 27).
Tables 28 and 29 are cross tabulations of sex of student
respondent by the total score of the 4 0 item attitude scale
(pre- and post-test) for those who live less than 70 miles
from school and for those who live more than 70 miles from
school, respectively. In table 28 64.1% of those tested
scored 61 or more points--they were men. Only 24% of the total
were women who scored 61 points or more. Sixty-one percent
of all tested scored between 61 and 80 points. In table 29
30.9% of those tested scored 61 or more points—they were men.
Forty-seven percent of the total were women who scored 61
points or more. Sixty-one point four percent of all tested
scored between 61 and 80 points. Out of all of those tested
on both the pre- and post-test 60.7% were women who lived
more than 70 miles from school.
Near to 70% of all responses on both the pre- and post-
tests were from students whose legal place of residence was
more than 70 miles from the school that they attended. The
f
level of significance for those living more than 70 miles
(table 29) from the school they attended, whose scores were
crosstabulated with their sex, reached .01.
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For the crosstabulation of perceived level of community
orientation by total score for those subjects living closer
than 7 0 miles from the institution that they attend (table
30)
,
in each range of scores above the 61 to 70 range the
percentage of subjects who were perceived as having a high
community orientation was always greater than those who
were perceived as having a low community orientation. In
each range of scores below the 71 to 80 range, except one
that had an empty cell, the percentage of subjects who were
perceived as having a low community orientation was always
greater than those who were perceived as having a high com-
munity orientation. There is a bimodal distribution of scores
for all subjects in the ranges of 61 to 70 and 71 to 80. The
modal score was 7 0.5 for all subjects who live less than 7 0
miles from the institution that they attend. High community
subjects tended to score higher on the scale than did low
community subjects and the level of significance also bears
this out (beyond 0.000).
The same range of score differences occurred for the
crosstabulation of those who live further than 70 miles from
the school that they attend. The high community subjects
tended to score higher than the low community subjects (table
31) . The modal range of scores for this table was 61 to 70.
The level of significance for this X
2 crosstabulation was
also beyond 0.000.
Tables 32 and 33 show there to be little or no difference
* scores on the pre- and post-test for bothbetween subjects
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under and ov.r 70 miles. Subjects- seemed to score similarly
on both tests which would indicate that there is some test-
re-test reliability present.
gjlLSquareJ^rosstabulations of all Subjects for the Total Te s
t
If all of the variables were to be put together and cross-
tabulated with the combined scores on the pre-test and post-
tes u yet another X crosstabulation would be possible—all
males, all females, pre- and post-test and, under and over
70 miles. This will comprise the last three sets of cross-
tabulations for Tests of Goodness of Fit.
Table 34 shows the X crosstabulation for the total
test on all subjects by total score on the instrument and
distance traveled (both, over and under 70 miles) .
Note should be made that in all cells (ranges of scores)
except two, those where the cell is empty, the percentage of
those subjects who traveled further from their homes was
higher and more of them scored high than did those who had
homes closer than 70 miles. The modal range for this cross-
tabulation fell between 141 and 150 (158 responses or 17.8%
of the total number tested for the pre- and post-test com-
bined)
.
The X2 crosstabulation between the perceived lever of
community orientation of the subjects and the combined total
score on the instrument is listed in table 35. The level of
significance reached for these two values is beyond 0.000
which would indicate that they "fit" together in terms of
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score differences. Generally, those subjects who were per-
ceived as having a high community orientation scored higher
on both the pre-test and the post-test than did those who
were perceived as having a low community orientation. The
modal range for subjects in the high community category was
between 151 and 160 (105 responses or 11.8% of all those
tested on both the pre-test and post-test)
. The modal range
for subjects in the low community category, on the other
hand,was between 121 and 130 (76 responses or 8.5% of all
those tested on both the pre-test and post-test)
.
2The X crosstabulation for table 36 is between the pre-
and post-tests and the combined total score on the instru-
ment. The scores on this table would indicate retaining the
null hypothesis which states that there would be little or
no differences found between the scores on the pre-test and
the scores on the post-test for any given subject who was
administered both instruments. Except for four cells where
there were no responses for one category and 1 response each
for the others, the spread of the percentages of total num-
ber of responses never varied more than 33.4 points (66.7
to 33.3) between pre-test and post-test. In fact, in the
majority of the score ranges (11 out of 16) the spread was
no more than 8.8 points (59.4 to 40.6).
Split-Hal f Reliability
Parallel-test methods have certain disadvantages.
One
effect that the first test has on the scoresdifficulty is the
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of the second. Another is that two tests must be constructed,
of which often only one will be put to practical use.
These difficulties can be solved, however. Two parallel
tests are constructed. To test reliability, they are ad-
ministered on the same occasion with an item chosen from
each test alternately. The score for each individual on
Test 1 is obtained by counting the number of odd-numbered
items answered correctly, and the score on Test 2 is obtained
by counting the number of even-numbered items answered cor-
rectly. The correlation between the two parallel tests can
be computed and gives the reliability of each of the tests.
Now both tests can be made use of by combining them. Since
the combined tests are parallel, the Spearman-Brown formula
for reliability when test length is doubled can be used for
estimating the reliability of the new test (Magnusson, 1967)
.
The above procedure, however, was not carried out in
the present study. Parallel measurements were obtained by
dividing the single instrument into halves. After scoring
the test, the items were placed in a score matrix in order
of frequency of correct solution. One parallel test was
then made up of even-numbered items and the other of odd-
numbered items. Next the correlation coefficient was computed
between the scores on the two test halves obtained
from the
administered test. This correlation coefficient was
then
regarded as the reliability coefficient for one
of the test
halves. The assumption was then made
that the two test halves
were parallel tests and the reliability
coefficient for the
100
whole test was estimated by means of the Spearman-Brown
formula (Thorndike and Hagen, 1955)
.
rll
= ^ 1/2 1/2
1+rl/2 1/2
where r-^ is the estimated reliability of
the full-length scale, and r
±/2 is the
actual correlation between the two halves
of the scale [p. 129]
.
The first of these correlation coefficients for the
study appears in table 37 which is for the combined total
test by sex of respondent and school.
A perfect positive correlation is represented by a 1.00
and as can be seen in the above table each subpopulation is
above 0.900, thus the two halves of the test can be said to
be extremely well correlated for these subpopulations.
Goddard College's sample was too small to consider for all
correlations thus will not appear in subsequent tables of
split-half reliability.
Table 38 shows the split-half reliability of sub-
populations of schools with the pre-test. Again, one can
see that with the correlation coefficients all being greater
than 0.9000 there is a strong indication of reliability be-
tween the two halves of the instrument on the pre-test.
In table 39 the split-half analysis is for the two
halves of the post-test. A quick comparison of table
38 and
39 will show the two sets of correlations to be extremely
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TABLE 38
SPLIT-HALF COEFFICIENT
PRE-TEST BY THE
OF RELIABILITY FOR THE
SCHOOL ATTENDED
School Post-Test Split-Half Coef. of Relia. N
Hampshire
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Smith
Vassar
0.9675
0.9638
0.9349
0.9507
0.9522
0.9572
54
63
85
95
102
64
Total N
4 63
TABLE 39
SPLIT-HALF COEFFICIENT OF RELIABILITY FOR THE
POST-TEST BY THE SCHOOL ATTENDED
School Pre-Test Split-Half Coef. of Relia. N
Hampshire 0.9646 51
Massachusetts 0.9697 57
New Hampshire 0.9266 85
Rhode Island 0.9553 82
Smith 0.9487 102
Vassar 0.9482 64
Total N 441
close, meaning that one set of correlations is as reliable as
the other
.
Once again, the coefficients of reliability reach
near to a perfect positive correlation. The lowest is 0.9266.
The next split-half coefficient of reliability table is
for the two halves of the total test of those students whose
college is less than 70 miles from their legal place of re-
sidence (Table 40)
.
TABLE 40
Sr L __T-HALF COEFFICIENT OF RELIABILITY OF THEOF THE TEST FOR THOSE RESPONDENTS WHOSE
PLACE OF RESIDENCE IS LESS THAN
70 MILES FROM THE SCHOOL
THEY ATTEND
TWO HALVES
LEGAL
School Under 70 Miles Split-Half
Coefficient of Reliability N
Hampshire 0.9666 26
Massachusetts 0.9815 30
New Hampshire 0.9264 94
Rhode Island 0.9601 89
Smith 0.9568 34
Vassar 0.9776 18
Total N 291
Spliting the test in half for those subjects who live closer
than 70 miles seems also to show that reliability coefficients
are high (the lowest was 0.9264) for this subpopulation.
The next, and last, table of split-half analyses is
table 41 which splits the test in half for those respondents
whose legal place of residence is greater than 70 miles from
104
the school they attend. The reliability coefficients are
once again all above 0.9000, the lowest being 0.9257, which
shows there to be a strong correlation between the two halves
of the test as responded to by those who live further than
70 miles from school.
TABLE 41
SPLIT-^LF COEFFICIENT OF RELIABILITY OF THE TWO HALVES
" T I
nr
F0R TH0SE RESPONDENTS WHOSE LEGALPLACE OF RESIDENCE IS MORE THAN 70
MILES FROM THE SCHOOL THAT
THEY ATTEND
School Over 70 Miles Split-Half
Coefficient of Reliability N
Hampshire 0.9635 79
Massachusetts 0.9624 90
New Hampshire 0.9387 76
Rhode Island 0.9478 88
Smith 0.9475 170
Vassar 0.9257 110
Total N 613
Criterion of Internal Consistency
Another measure of reliability that is often used in
constructing attitude scales is called the criterion of
internal consistency. In using this method the reactions of
the group that constitute one extreme in the particular at-
titude being measured are compared with the reactions of
the group that constitute the other extreme (in this case
105
those scoring high versus those scoring low)
. usually 10 %
from each extreme are used. This criterion acts as an ob-
jective check upon the correct assigning of numerical values
m that if the numerical values are reversed on a particular
statement the extreme high group will score low on that
statement and the extreme low group will score high. In
other words there is a negative difference between the two
extreme groups on that statement. If a statement is not
discriminating it will not differentiate or discriminate the
two extreme groups, i.e., the high group will not score
appreciably higher than the low group upon that statement.
For a statement to be reliable, or to "fit" with the
entire scale, it should be internally consistent. That is
to say, it should be measuring the attitudes, or attitude,
that the test purports to measure. One way of determining
this is to check the statement against the scores of several
subpopulations within the total sample. Tables 42 through
46 show the rank order of excellence for all schools by sex,
pre-test, post-test, under 70 miles, and over 70 miles
respectively. The results of the Criterion of Internal Consistency
(C.I.C.) as applied to each of these will be reported in the
following pages by indicating statement subranges across all
5 tables. The reader may wish to extract certain of the
individual table subranges— this may be done by referring to
a particular table rather than to the few following pages.
Statement number one: "I would like to see more people
communicate with each other in thxs house. The total range
106
TABLE 42
CRITERION OF INTERNAL CONSISTENCY APPLIED TO SCHOOLS BY SEX
(N » 889)
Notes i
First number undor aox ic order.
Second number under •« lfl criterion order of excollence.
rttpty columns Indicate there to bo no subject* of that ea* in a given
TAELE 43
CRITERION OF INTERNAL CONSISTENCY APPLIED TO SCHOOLS BY PRE-TEST 107
(N = 463)
Statement
Number Hampshire Massachusetts New Hampshire Rhode Island Smith Vassal*
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
1 2.20 3 2.20 8 2.00 11 1.30 12 1.40 11 -0.17 12
2 2.20 3 1.30 12 2.25 9 1.55 11 ] .40 11 1.30 4
3 1.80 5 1.20 13 3.75 19 2.20 5 0.90 14 1.30 4
4 1.80 5 2.50 6 2.90 4 2.30 4 2.50 3 0.80 7
5 2.00 4 2.80 4 2.90 4 2.55 2 2.00 6 1.70 2
6 0.80 9 0.30 16 2.25 9 2.00 7 0.70 16 1.00 6
7 0.80 9 2.70 5 3.10 3 2.30 4 1.40 11 1.30 4
8 1.80 5 2.30 7 2.25 9 0.80 17 2.70 1 1.70 2
9 2.20 3 3.00 3 3.40 2 2.30 4 2.40 4 1.50 3
10 1.60 6 1.20 13 2.25 9 1.20 13 1.30 12 0.30 10
11 2.00 4 3.30 1 3.50 1 2.10 6 0.80 15 0.70 8
12 1.60 6 1.20 13 1.25 17 0.90 16 0.90 14 -0.30 13
13 1.60 6 1.50 11 2.50 7 2.30 4 2.10 5 1.00 6
14 2.40 2 1.80 10 1.75 13 1.70 10 1.40 11 1.00 6
15 2.40 2 3.20 2 2.60 6 0.90 16 1.80 8 0.00 11
16 1.40 7 3.30 1 3.10 3 2.30 4 2.70 1 1.70 2
17 1.60 6 3.00 3 2.60 6 1.90 8 2.50 3 1.70 2
18 0.40 11 1.50 11 1.50 15 1.30 12 2.00 6 1.20 5
19 1.60 6 2.00 9 1.90 12 1.70 10 1.90 7 0.80 7
20 1.80 5 3.00 3 2.40 3 1.70 10 1.80 8 0.80 7
21 1.60 6 3.00 3 2.40 8 2.20 5 2.50 3 1.80 1
22 2.00 4 2.80 4 2.50 7 1.00 15 1.80 8 1.30 4
23 -0.60 13 1.80 10 2.00 11 0.90 16 1.30 12 0.70 8
24 1.40 7 3.20 2 2.10 10 1.55 11 1.70 9 0.50 9
25 0.40 11 0.70 15 1.25 17 1.20 13 1.60 10 0.00 11
26 2.40 2 3.20 2 2.50 7 1.55 11 1.70 9 1.30 4
27 2.80 1 1.00 14 2.50 7 1..55 11 1.80 8 0.80 7
28 -0.20 12 1.50 11 1.00 18 1.20 13 2.10 5 0.70 8
29 0.80 9 1.80 10 3.50 1 2.40 3 0.80 15 1.20 5
30 0.60 10 2.70 5 2.40 8 1.20 13 2.60 2 1.00 6
31 0.80 9 3.00 3 2.50 7 1.10 14 1.80 8 0.30
10
32 2.00 4 2.70 5 2.10 10 1.80 9 2.40 4
0.80 7
33 2.00 4 2.30 7 2.40 8 2.70 1 2.10 5
0.80 7
34 1.20 8 1.50 11 1.50 15 2.40 3
1.80 8 0.80 7
35 1.20 8 2.00 9 2.75 5 2.55 2
2.50 3 0.80 7
36 1.60 6 2.50 6 1.60 14 2.20
5 1.40 11 1.50 3
37 1.60 6 2.70 5 2.25 9 1.20
13 2.00 6 1.30 4
38 1.60 6 1.30 12 1.40 16
1.30 12 1.10 13 1.50 J
39 1.40 7 2.20 8 2.00 11
0.90 16 1.60 10 1.20 5
40 2.00 4 1.20 13 2.25 9
1.70 10 1.40 11 1.20 5
Spearman-
Brown split-
half 0.9675 0.9633 0.9349
0.9507 0.9522 0.9572
reliability
coefficient
—
TABLE 44
CRITERION OF INTERNAL; CONSISTENCY APPLIED TO SCHOOLS BY POST-TEST 108
(N = 426)
Statement
Number
Schools
Hampshire Massachusetts New Hampshire Rhode Island Smith Vassar
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex
.
Rank
1 2.20 2 1.60 7 1.00 13 0.40 15
[
1.30 16 0.20 14
2 2.20 2 1.60 7 1.30 11 2.10 5 2.20 7 2.30 3
3 2.00 3 0.60 12 -1.30 20 1.90 7 1.30 16 1.80 6
4 2.00 3 1.80 6 1.60 8 2.30 4 2.30 6 1.80 6
5 2.00 3 1.00 10 1.90 6 2.30 4 2.10 8 2.00 5
6 1.20 7 0.80 11 0.60 16 2.30 4 1.20 17 1.80 6
7 1.20 7 2.00. 5 2.50 1 2.10 5 2.00 9 1.50 8
8 1.80 4 1.40 8 1.00 13 2.40 3 2.40 5 2.00 5
9 1.60 5 2.60 2 2.00 5 2.60 2 2.70 2 1.80 6
10 2.00 3 1.40 8 1.90 6 0.40 15 1.80 11 1.20 10
11 2.00 3 2.00 5 2.10 4 2.40 3 1.20 17 1.30 9
12 1.80 4 1.40 8 0.80 15 1.00 13 1.00 19 0.70 12
13 1.60 5 2.00 5 1.80 7 1.80 8 2.40 5 1.80 6
14 2.2.0 2 0.60 12 2.00 5 1.40 10 1.10 18 1.80 6
15 2.00 '3 1.40 8 1.90 6 0.90 14 1.50 14 0.70 12
16 1.40 6 2.20 4 2.40 2 2.90 1 2.60 3 2.30 3
17 2.20 2 1.20 9 2.10 4 2.00 6 2.80 1 2.00 5
18 0.20 10 0.20 13 0.50 17 0.90 14 1.90 10 1.20 10
19 1.20 7 1.60 7 1.40 10 1.80 8 1.80 11 1.30 9
20 1.80 4 0.60 12 1.40 10 2.00 6 2.10 8 1.70 7
21 1.00 3 1.00 10 1.80 7 2.40 3 2.80 1 2.20 4
22 1.80 4 1.60 7 1.50 9 1.50 9 2.10 8 2.20 4
23 -0.40 12 0.80 11 0.80 15 1.40 10 1.40 15 1.50 8
24 1.80 4 2.00 5 0.80 15 1.80 8 1.70 12 1.20 10
25 0.00 11 0.00 14 0.00 19 0.40 15 0.90 20 0.50 13
26 2.40 1 2.40 3 1.40 10 1.10 12 1.70 12 2.30 3
27 2.40 1 1.60 7 1.80 7 1.90 7 1.70 12 1.80 6
28 0.20 10 0.60 12 0.30 18 1.30 11 1.60 13 1.20 10
29 0.30 9 2.00 5 2.30 3 2.40 3 1.40 15 1.20 10
30 0.80 9 1.80 6 1.50 9 1.40 10 2.60 3 1.80 6
31 1.00 8 2.00 5 1.40 10 1.50 9 2.00 9 1.00 11
32 2.20 2 2.20 4 0.90 14 2.30 4 2.50 4 1.70 7
33 2.00 3 1.80 6 2.30 3 2.30 4 2.00 9 1.70 7
34 0.80 9 1.00 10 1.10 12 1.80 8 1.50 14 2.00 5
35 0.80 9 1.60 7 2.00 5 2.40 3 2.60 3 2.70 1
36 1.80 4 1.20 9 1.50 9 2.00 6 2.10 8 2.30 3
37 1.80 4 3.20 1 1.30 11 1.80 8 2.30 6 2.30 3
38 1.60 5 1.60 7 1.10 12 0.90 14 1.90 10 2.70 1
39 1.60 5 1.60 7 1.10 12 1.10 12 2.00 9 2.00 5
40 2.40 1 1.40 8 1.50 9 1.40 10 2.10 8 2.50 2
Spearman-
Brown
split-half
reliability
coefficient
0.9646 0.9697 0,9266 0.9553 0.9437 0.9482
TABLE 45
CRITERION OP INTERNAL CONSISTENCY APPLIED TO SCHOOLS BY DISTANCE 109
(UNDER 70 MILES)
(N = 279)
Statement
Number
Schools
-
/
Hampshire Massachusetts New Hampshire Rhode Island Smith Vassar
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of FJx
.
Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rani
1 1.50 2 2.70 2 0.40 18 0.90 12 0.70 7 o o o
2 1.00 3 2.00 4 0.90 14 1.60 6 1.70 4
3 1.50 2 2.30 3 0•H<-11 21 1.50 7 1.30 5
4 1.00 3 3.00 1 1.70 8 1.30 9 2.30 2
5 2.00 L 3.00 1 1.80 7 1.40 8 1.70 4
6 0.00 5 2.30 3 0.40 18 1.30 9 2.00 3
7 0.00 5 3.00 1 2.70 1 2.10 2 1.70 4
8 1.50 2 2.30 3 0.30 15 1.30 9 2.30 2
9 1.50 2 3.00 1 2.10 4 1.50 7 1.30 5.
10 1.00 3 2.30 3 1.80 7 0.50 14 1.00 6
11 1.00 3 3.00 1 2.20 3 0.90 12
'
0.00 8
12 1.50 2 2.30 3 0.60 17 1.10 10 1.00 6
13 1.50 2 3.00 1 1.30 11 1.90 4 2.70 1
14 1.50 2 2.70 2 1.30 11 1.80 5 0.70 7
15 1.50 2 3.00 1 1.40 10 0.90 12 1.70 4
16 0.00 5 3.00 1 2.60 2 1.80 5 2.30 2
17 -0.50 6 3.00 3. 2.10 4 1.90 4 2.30 2
18 0.00 5 0.00 8 0.20 19 0.90 12 1.30 5
19 1.50 2 1.70 5 0.80 15 1.00 11 1.00 6
20 1.50 2 2.30 3 0.90 14 1.80 5 1.00 6
21 2.00 1 3.00 1 1.60 9 1.90 4 2.70 1
22 1.50 2 2.70 2 1.40 10 1.30 9 1.70 4
23 -1.00 7 1.70 5 1.00 13 0.90 12 1.00 6
24 0.50 4 3.00 1 0.40 18 1.30 9 1.30 5
25 0.00 5 0.70 7 0.00 20 -0.10 16 2.00 3
26 1.00 3 3.00 1 1.00 13 1.30 9 1.00 6
27 2.00 1 1.70 5 1.80 7 0.00 15 2.00 3
28 0.00 5 1.30 6 0.00 20 1.10 10 2.30 2
29 1.00 3 3.00 1 2.20 3 2.30 1 0.70 7
30 1.00 3 2.30 3 1.60 9 1.00 11 2.70 1
31 0.00 5 3.00 1 1.30 11 0.90 12 1.70 4
32 1.50 2 2.70 2 0.60 17 1.30 9 2.00 3
33 1.00 3 2.70 2 2.00 5 2.30 1 2.00 3
34 1.00 3 2.30 3 0.40 18 2.00 3 1.70 4
35 1.50 2 2.30 3 1.90 6 2.10 2 2.70 1
36 1.00 3 2.70 2 1.20 12 2.30 1 2.30 2
37 1.00 3 2.00 4 1.20 12 1.40 8 2.00 3
38 1.00 3 1.70 5 1.20 12 1.00 11 2.00 3
39 1.00 3 2.00 4 0.70 16 0.60 13 2.00 3
40 1.00 3 1.70 5 1.40 10 0.90 12 2.30 2
Spearman-
Brown
split-half
reliability
coefficient
0.9666 0.9815 0.9264 0.9601 0.9568 0.9776
a
Thsre were 18 subjects in this subgroup, not enough for computing the C. I. C.
TABLE 46
CRITERION OP INTERNAL CONSISTENCY APPLIED TO SCHOOLS BY DISTANCE HO
(OVER 70 MILES)
(N = 610)
Statement
Number
Schools
Hampshire Massachusetts New Hampshire Rhode Tsland Smith Vassar
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex
.
Rank
Order
of Ex
.
Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
Order
of Ex. Rank
1 1.30 6 1..80 11 0.40 14 0.50 12 1.50 16 1.20 17
2 1.70 3 1.30 15 1.60 6 0.60 11 2.00 12 2.60 6
3 1.40 5 0.40 20 1.90 3 1.10 7 1.30 17 2.40 8
4 1.30 6 2.00 9 1.80 4 1.60 3 2.80 4 2.30 9
5 1.70 3 2.30 6 2.00 2 1.80 2 2.70 5 2.70 5
6 1.60 4 -0.30 22 1.60 6 1.60 3 0.90 19 2.10 11
7 0.60 11 1.80 11 1.90 3 1.40 5 2.10 11 2.10 11
8 0.70 10 1.70 12 1.60 6 0.00 10 2 . 90 3 3.00 2
9 1.00 8 2.40 5 1.40 7 2.10 1 3.10 1 2.60 6
10 1.40 5 0.80 19 0.40 14 -0.10 16 1.90 13 2.20 10
11 1.30 6 2.80 2 1.30 8 2.10 1 1.80 14 2.10 11
12 1.30 6 0.40 20 1.30 8 0.30 14 1.10 18 1.30 16
13 1.40 5 1.20 16 1.70 5 0.90 9 2.50 7 2.50 7
14 1.70 3 1.60 13 0.60 13 0.40 13 1.50 16 2.30 9
15 1.60 4 2.60 4 1.10 9 -0.40 17 1.90 13 1.50 15
16 0.90 9 2.90 1 2.10 1 2.10 1 3.00 2 3.00 2
17 0.70 10 2.60 4 2.10 1 0.80 10 2.80 4 2.70 5
18 1.40 5 1.40 14 0.70 12 0.00 15 2.10 11 2.20 10
19 -0.10 14 2.10 8 0.70 12 1.40 5 2.30 9 2.40 8
20 0.60 11 2.40 5 1.70 5 0.50 4 2.40 8 2.50 7
21 0.40 12 2.20 7 1.90 3 1.40 5 2.80 4 2.80 4
22 0.60 11 2.30 6 1.60 6 0.30 14 2.20 10 2.70 5
23 1.70 3 1.70 12 1.90 3 -0.10 16 1.60 15 2.30 9
24 -1.10 16 2.40 5 0.90 11 0.80 10 2.00 12 2.00 12
25 1.30 6 0.30 21 0.90 11 0.90 9 1.30 17 1.00 18
26 -0.10 14 2.70 3 1.70 5 0:50 12 2.10 11 2.70 5
27 1.70 3 1.00 18 1.70 5 1.80 2 2.00 12 2.50 7
28 2.00 1 0.80 19 0.60 13 0.30 14 2.00 12 1.80 14
29 0.00 13 1.70 12 2.00 2 1.50 4 1.60 15 2.30 9
30 1.10 7 2,00 9 0.60 13 0.50 12 2.60 6 2.60 6
31 0.70 10 2.30 6 1.10 9 0.50 12 2.20 10 1.90 13
32 0.40 12 2.40 5 1.10 9 1.40 5 2.60 6 2.40 8
33 1.70 3 1.90 10 1.70 5 1.30 6 2.10 11 2.60 6
34 1.90 2 1.40 14 1.40 7 0.90 9 1.80 14 2.70 5
35 -0.40 15 2.20 7 1.30 8 1.50 4 2.80 4 3.10 1
36 0.60 11 1.70 12 0.90 11 1.10 7 1.80 14 2.60 6
37 0.90 9 2.80 2 1.10 9 0.30 14 2.50 7 2.80 4
38 1.60 4 1.20 16 1.00 10 0.50 12 1.60 15 2.90 3
39 0.90 9 2.10 8 1.10 9 0.60 11 1.90 13 2.50 7
40 1.60 4 1.10 17 1.60 6 1.00 8 1.60 15 2.50 7
Spearman-
Brown
split-half
reliability
coefficient
0 9635 0.9624 0.9387 0.9476 0.9475 0.9257
Ill
of orders falls between 2 and 23. There is a close subrange
between 2 and 12 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of
the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 56.2%
of all categories for statement number one.
Statement number two: "People rn this house are con-
cerned about their dormmates." The total range of orders
falls between 2 and 15. There is a very close subrange be-
tween 2 and 10 that also includes all 5 tables. That portion
of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 68.7%
of all categories for statement number two.
Statement number three: "There aren't enough interested
people in this house." The total range of orders falls be-
tween 2 and 22. There is a subrange that falls between 2
and 11 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of the or-
ders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 62.5% of all
categories for statement number three.
Statement number four: "I like the people in this house."
The total range of orders falls between 2 and 10. There is
an extremely close subrange between 2 and 6 that includes all
5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence for the
C.I.C. account for 75.0% of all categories for statement
number four.
Statement number five: "I'm comfortable in this house."
The total range of orders falls between 1 and 10. There is
a very close subrange between 1 and 6 that includes all 5
tables. That portion of the orders of excellence for the
C.I.C. account for 87.5% of all categories for statement
112
number five.
Statement number six: "This house is fragmented." The
total range of orders falls between 3 and 22. There is a
subrange between 3 and 11 that includes all 5 tables. That
portion of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account
for 68.7% of all categories for statement number six.
Statement number seven: "We are the best house on
campus." The total range of orders falls between 1 and 11.
There is a fairly close subrange between 1 and 6 that in-
cludes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excel-
lence for the C.I.C. account for 59.3% of all categories for
statement number seven.
Statement number eight: "I'm not interested in house
government." The total range of orders fall between 1 and
17. There is a subrange that is between 1 and 8 that in-
cludes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excel-
lence for the C.I.C. account for 65.6% of all categories for
statement number eight.
Statement number nine: "This house stinks." The total
range of orders falls between 1 and 8. There is a very close
subrange between 1 and 4 that includes all 5 tables . That
portion of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account
for 62.5% of all categories for statement number nine.
Statement number ten: "A lot of people in this house
enjoy planning activities together." The total range of
orders falls between 3 and 19. There is a subrange between
3 and 10 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of the
113
O3T(3.02TS of ^XCgIIgIICG fOT f no r* T nor t e C.I.C. account for 56.2% of
all categories for statement number ten.
Statement number eleven: "I feel insecure in this house.
The total range of orders for this statement falls between
1 and 24. There is a close subrange between 1 and 10 that
also includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of
excellence for the C.I.C. account for 78.1% of all categories
for statement number eleven.
Statement number twelve: "Each of us in this house play
an important role in house government." The total range of
orders falls between 2 and 25. There is a subrange between
2 and 13 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of the
orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 53.1% of all
categories for statement number twelve.
Statement number thirteen: "Who cares about house
government?" The total range of orders falls between 1 and
16. There is a fairly close subrange between 1 and 8 that,
again, includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders
of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 81.2% of all cate-
gories for statement number thirteen.
Statement number fourteen: "The administration won't
ever let us change things in this house." The total range
of orders falls between 2 and 19. There is a subrange between
2 and 10 that also includes all 5 tables. That portion of
the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 62.5% of
all categories for statement number fourteen.
Statement number fifteen: Consideration for others is
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important to me." The total range of orders falls between 1
and 17. There is a subrange that falls between 1 and 9 that
includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence
for the C.I.C. account for 59.3% of all categories for state-
ment number fifteen.
Statement number sixteen: "I care about this house." The
total range of orders for this statement falls between 2 and 9.
There is a fairly close subrange from 2 to 5 that, again, in-
cludes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence
for the C.I.C. account for 81.2% of all categories for state-
ment number sixteen.
Statement number seventeen: "It is important to be in-
volved in this house." The total range of orders falls between
2 and 10. There is a close subrange between 2 and 6 that also
includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excel-
lence for the C.I.C. account for 78.1% of all categories for
statement number seventeen.
Statement number eighteen: "People in this house never
care about our dorm government." The total range of orders for
this statement fall between 5 and 20. There is a subrange be-
tween 5 and 12 that, again, includes all 5 tables. That portion
of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 68.7-6 of
all categories for statement number eighteen.
14
"people in this house never care about our dorm government"
(statement 18) . When constructing an attitude scale one should
avoid the use of universals such as all, none, always, and n
never They often introduce ambiguity. The use of never
here
TTTo‘ determine if subjects are reading each statement prior to
responding or merely randomly selecting their responses.
Edwards (1957) for a more detailed discussion.
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Statement number nineteen: "I don't care about condi-
tions in this house." The total range of orders for this
statement falls between 2 and 15. There is a subrange between
2 and 9 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of the
orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 62.5% of all
categories for statement number nineteen.
Statement, number twenty: "It may not be the best looking
but we like this house." The total range of orders falls be-
tween 3 and 14. There is a subrange between 3 and 10 that
includes all 5 tables. This portion of the orders of ex-
cellence for the C.I.C. account for 78.1% of all categories
for statement number twenty.
Statement number twenty-one: "I really care about what
goes on in this house." The total range of orders falls be-
tween 1 and 12. There is a subrange between 1 and 6 that
includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excel-
lence for the C.I.C. account for 71.8% of all categories for
statement number twenty-one.
Statement number twenty-two: "I really like poeple who
are considerate of me." The total range of orders falls be-
tween 2 and 15. There is a subrange between 2 and 8 that
includes all 5 tables. This portion of the orders of excel-
lence for the C.I.C. account for 65.6% of all categories for
statement number twenty-two.
Statement number twenty-three: "I really enjoy the
people who have interests similar to mine m this house. The
total range of orders falls between 5 and 20. There is a
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subrange between 5 and 12 that includes all 5 tables. That
portion of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account
for 62.5% of all categories for statement number twenty-
three .
Statement number twenty-four: "It is important to have
people with different interests in our house." The total
range of orders for this statement falls between 1 and 18.
There is a subrange between 1 and 9 that includes all tables.
This portion of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. ac-
count for 53.1% of all categories for statement number twenty-
four
.
Statement number twenty-five: "We are all friends in
this house." The total range of orders for this statement
falls between 2 and 22. There is a subrange between 11 and
22 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders
of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 71.8% of all cate-
gories for statement number twenty-five. This statement is
one of the "Lie-scale" items that, if answered honestly,
should not show up to be internally consistent with all of
the other statements. As the subrange was from 11 to 22 one
can state that it is inconsistent with all those reported
thus far.
Statement number twenty-six: "Fellowship 1 is not im-
portant." The total range of orders for this statement fall
between 1 and 14. There is a subrange from 1 to 7 that in-
cludes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence
for the C.I.C. account for 59.3% of all categories for
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statement number twenty-six.
Statement number twenty-seven: "People aren't together
in this house." The total range of orders for this statement
falls between 1 and 18. There is a subrange from 1 to 9
that includes all 5 tables. This portion of the orders of
excellence for the C.I.C. account for 68.7% of all categories
for statement number twenty-seven.
Statement number twenty-eight: "I am alway s conscious
of others when planning programs for this house." The total
range of orders falls between 5 and 20. There is a subrange
from 11 to 20 that includes all 5 tables. This portion of
the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 62.5% of
all categories for statement number twenty-eight. This is
the second "lie-scale" item and it, also, is inconsistent
with all those recorded thus far except for number twenty-
five
.
Statement number twenty-nine: "I'm lonely here." The
total range of orders falls between 1 and 18. There is a
subrange between 1 and 9 that includes all 5 tables. This
portion of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. accounts
for 71.8% of all categories for statement number twenty-nine.
Statement number thirty: "Involvement is the key to a
successful hall government." The total range of orders falls
between 1 and 13. There is a subrange between 1 and 9 that
includes all 5 tables. This portion of the orders of excel-
lence for the C.I.C. accounts for 71.8% of all categories
of
statement number thirty.
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Statement number thirty-one: "Being considerate of
others means alot to me." The total range of orders falls
between 1 and 15. There is a subrange from 1 to 9 that
includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of ex-
cellence for the C.I.C. account for 59.3% of all categories
for statement number thirty-one.
Statement number thirty-two: "People who can be open
with others are just great." The total range of orders falls
between 1 and 19. There is a subrange from 1 to 10 that
includes all 5 tables. This portion of the orders of ex-
cellence for the C.I.C. account for 81.2% of all categories
for statement number thirty-two.
Statement number thirty-three: "This place is super-
ficial." The total range of orders falls between 1 and 13.
There is a close subrange between 1 and 7 that includes all
5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence for the
C.I.C. account for 81.2% of all categories for statement
number twenty-three.
Statement number thirty-four: "People in this house
don't know what dorm unity means." The total range of
orders for this sta.tement falls between 3 and 18. There is
a subrange between 3 and 10 that include all 5 tables. That
portion of the orders of excellence for the C.I.C. account
for 68.7% of all categories for statement number thirty-
four .
Statement number thirty-five: "I have many friends in
this house." The total range of orders falls between 1 and 15
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There xs a close subrange from 1 to 8 that include all 5
tables. Ihis portion of the orders of excellence for the
C.I.C. account for 87.5% of all categories for statement
number thirty-five.
Statement number thirty— six: "People in this house are
nor interested in community." The total range of orders
falls between 1 and 14. There is a subrange between 1 and
8 that includes all 5 tables. That portion of the orders
of excellence for the C.I.C. account for 65.6% of all cate-
gories for statement number thirty-six.
Statement number thirty-seven: "Thank God for friend-
liness." The total range of orders falls between 1 and 13.
There is a subrange between 1 and 7 that includes all 5
tables. This portion of the orders of excellence for the
C.I.C. account for 59.3% of all categories for statement
number thirty-seven.
Statement number thirty-eight: "This house is not very
active as a group." The total range of orders falls between
1 and 18. There is a subrange between 1 and 10 that includes
all 5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence for
the C.I.C. account for 53.1% of all the categories for state-
ment number thirty-eight
.
Statement number thirty-nine: "We can help improve con-
ditions in this house." The total range of orders falls be-
tween 2 and 16. There is a subrange between 2
and 9 that
includes all 5 tables. This portion of the orders of
ex-
cellence for the C.I.C. accounts for 62.5% of
all categories
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for statement number thirty-nine.
Statement number forty: "The people in this house really
hang together." The total range of orders falls between 1
and 15. There is a subrange between 1 and 8 that includes
5 tables. That portion of the orders of excellence for
the C.I.C. account for 56.2% of all categories for state-
ment number forty.
Two statements out of the forty received orders of ex-
cel], ence that numbered less than 50% of the total categories.
Their orders were both above 10 on the average. These were
two of the "lie-scale" items on the 40-item scale. Thirty-
eight of the statements, or 95%, had orders of excellence
below 10 on the average. Twenty-seven, or 67.5% of the state-
ments had orders of excellence of less than 5 on at least one
of the 5 tables (tables 42-46). The lower the number, the
more internally consistent is the statement.
Chapter Five will include a discussion of the findings,
conclusions, and implications for further research in this
area of psychometric measurements.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ANALYSIS
The intent of the study has been to develop a measure-
ment device for social attitudes-—an attitude scale--that
would measure the extent to which individuals, in a college
residence hall, hold attitudes and values toward their
peers and other psychological objects. The final chapter
of the study is a discussion of, implications for, summary
of
,
and recommendations for the results of that development.
In an earlier investigation (Welles, 1970) a pilot
study was developed that, retained six attitude dimensions or
factors about community that originally were present in a
study completed by Winder and Moss-Davies (1971) . A uni-
verse of attitude statements (450) were written for the six
attitudes (see Appendix) and they were subjected to a test
of discrimination by a team of raters. From this test a
90-item attitude scale was constructed (see Appendix) and
administered to 608 subjects at the University of Massachusetts
.
There were 15 statements purporting to measure the exis-
tence of each of the six factors and to repeat, those six
factors are:
# Attitudes toward residence hall conditions.
2. Attitudes toward residence hall proposals.
3. Attitudes toward common interests in the residence
hall
.
Attitudes toward fellowship in the residence hall.4.
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5„ Attitudes toward other residence halls.
6. Attitudes toward residence hall government.
Forty of the most discriminating items were retained
on the basrs of a factor analysis computer program.
(UMASEDIFACT) with the six factors remaining in tact. This
40-item scale has been the subject of the present study.
Discussion
Several questions were raised earlier in the study in
relation to the existence of the factors mentioned above. For
the moment, and for discussion purposes, the assumption is
made that the six factors do exist. This provides a facili-
tative effect in answering the questions. The first question:
"If these attitudes are present in one residence hall, are they
also present in others?" For each one of the 4 0 items re-
sponses ranged from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree"
with few "undecided" responses. A subject who replies to an
attitude statement with a "strongly agree" response can be
said to be associating positive affect toward that state-
ment and a subject who replies to an attitude statement with
a "strongly agree" response can be said to be associating
negative affect toward that statement. In other words,
there were both positive and nega.tive attitudes expressed
toward each of the 40 attitude statements on the scale.
15 For a more detailed discussion of attitudes with regard
to affect see Edwards' (1957) Technique of Attj±ude_gcale
Construction, pages 2-10.
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Each of the seven campuses, except for Goddard College, had
borh low and high community oriented subjects. It is clear
then that these attitudes were present in more than one
residence hall.
The second question: "If they are, does this indicate
in some way7 that those halls are more productive, more com-
munity oriented than those halls that do not possess them?"
This question was unanswered by the study. In order to say
"yes" or "no" to this question one would have to have tested
an entire population of a campus. It is not known whether
those halls that were not tested did or did not possess these
attitudes. All one can derive is that there were positive
and negative attitudes expressed and that those who were
perceived as having a high community orientation scored high
on the scale and those who were perceived as having a low
community orientation scored low on the scale. There were
degrees of community orientation and some halls exhibited a
higher degree than others.
In the case of the third question: "If one agrees that
a sense of community is important to members of a college or
university residence hall, can the existence of this sense
or feeling be measured?" The answer is an obvious yes .
A subject's score on the scale gives an indication of his
relative community orientation in relation to his peers in
that hall, at that campus, and in relation to all these sub-
jects who were ever administered the scale. The scale can
also measure a subject's attitude, or feeling, about certain
.
)
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psychological objects over periods of time as a possible
indicator of change in attitudes or values held.
The forth question; "What measurement tools should be
used to determine what people's attitudes and feelings are
toward each other and toward places of residence?" This
question has been answered in the present study by using an
attitude scale inclusive of the several internal statistical
devices employed to determine its reliability and to validate
it. There are other methods of measuring attitudes such as
observations and questionnaires but they are not nearly as
reliable as an attitude scale (Edwards, 1957)
.
When a researcher is attempting to determine the exis-
tence of certain factors for an instrument in psychometrics
some form of item-or factor analysis is often used. In
determining whether or not subjects' attitudes and values
change over time and exist at varying degrees of positiveness
or negativeness often other measurement devices are used,
such as the ones employed in the present study. These were:
Chi Square tests for "Goodness of Fit"; the Spearman-Brown
Prophecy formula for split-half coefficients of reliability
and the Criterion of Internal Consistency, and test-retest
reliability.
Forty-nine point two per cent of the subjects were males
on the pre-test and 47.4% were males on the post—tesc. Fifty
point eight per cent and 52.6% were females on the two tests
respectively. The total sample of subjects were then very
evenly divided both in terms of test administrations and sex.
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Most subjects on tbe Dire—tpQ'b wi-*^ i rjp e est ho lived greater than 70
miles irom the schools they attended were women (59.3%).
This was also true for the post-test. m fact, 69.5% of
all subjects on the pre-test and 67.6% of all subjects on
the post-test lived further than 70 miles from the schools
they attended. This is a function of both the institutional
admissions policies and the size of the state in which they
are located. On both the pre-test and the post-test those
who were perceived as having a high community orientation
had the edge over those who were perceived as having a low
community orientation (57.0% and 57.7% respectively).
Although the differences are not overwhelming, more subjects
were perceived as having a high community orientation (and
also scored higher on the attitude scale) than those who
were not, and of those most were women. As was mentioned
above, almost 70.0% of all subjects lived greater than 70
miles from the schools they attended— that same 7 0.0% was
also perceived as having a high community orientation. The
level of community orientation is then a function of distance
to the subject's legal place of residence. The further from
school a subject lives, the greater is his or her community
orientation. The percentage of respondents who scored high
(over 50 out of 100 points) on the scale was much greater
for those who lived further than 70 miles from the schools
that they attended on both the pre-test and the post-test
(66% and 64% respectively) . Although these were not statis-
tically significant at either the .05 or .01 levels, it does
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indicate that those respondents who live a greater distance
fro™ their institutions tend to score higher on the atti-
tude scale. Two institutions had rather large percentages
of their subpopulations in the high community orientation
group who also had high scores on the scale. Goddard College
had 100% of its subjects in the high (community orientation)
group on the pre-test and Hampshire College had 64.2% in the
high group on the same test. Goddard did not participate in
the post-test but Hampshire's percentage for the high group
was 68.0%. These are both private coeducational institutions
and in the case of the pre-test Goddard College, having only
high group subjects helped to produce a level of signifi-
cance at .05 on the X crosstabulation of school attended
and level of community orientation (see tables 11 and 21) .
In the crosstabulations of level of community orientation
and score received on each of the tests, subjects who were
perceived as having a high community orientation were part
of an increasing percentage as the ranges of scores moved
from 21-30 to 91-100 (see table 13 for pre-test and table
23 for post-test)
.
In the crosstabulations of pre-test by post-test for
subpopulations living under 70 miles (table 32) and for those
living over 70 miles (table 33) it is extremely significant
to note that there is little or no difference between the
two administrations in relation to subjects' scores on the
scale. This clearly shows test-retest reliabxlxty
to be
present. Subjects received practically the same scores on
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both administrations of the attitude stale. The test-retest
reliability coefficient for these crosstabulations is +.91
for those living more than 70 miles.
Using the Spearman-Brov/n Prophecy formula (Thorndike
and Hagen, 1955)
,
where the total test was halved for cor-
relating the coefficients of reliability for each sex and
the combined sexes for each school, the lowest coefficient
received was +.914 (University of New Hampshire). The
highest was for Goddard College (.985) . It is immediately
apparent that there exists an extremely high correlation
between the two halves of the total test in relation to sex
and institution.
Coefficients were also calculated for both halves of
the total test in relation to those subjects whose legal
place of residence was less than and greater than 70 miles.
The highest for under 70 miles was Massachusetts (+.981) and
the lowest was New Hampshire (+.926). The highest for over
70 miles was Hampshire College (+.963) and the lowest was a
+ . 925 for Vassar College. It would seem, that, with the
lowest estimate of reliability for the test being a correla-
tion of +.92, there is a near to perfect positive correlation
between the two halves of the 40 item scale in no matter
which way the resulting scores are divided as to subpopulations
.
In fact, the correlation coefficient for the entire
combined
test for all subjects is .9207 (N=903)
.
Using the method described by Likert
in Fishbein (1957)
for computing the Criterion of Internal
Consistency, 23 of
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the statements were found to have ranges of orders of ex-
cellence that spread no more than 15 points (numbers 2,4,5,
7
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40). Each of the ranges included all 5 tables (42-46). All
but 3 of these (numbers 28,30,31) statements had subranges
of less than a nine point spread at the extreme high end of
the order continuum (from the first to the eighth order)
In those three cases the spread was less than 9 points. And
in one of these cases, statement number 28, it was expected
to have a wide spread due to the fact that it was a "lie scale"
16item. Twenty-two of the above twenty-three statements can
be said to be differentiating statements because of their
high internal consistency with the total. The twenty-fifth
statement, the "lie scale" item will be retained for the pur-
poses of objectively checking the honesty of future subjects
in responding to the scale. Statement 3 0 and 31 each had
subranges from 1 to 9 and to that degree they are differen-
tiating statements. Statement 30 had a total range of 1 to
13 and statement 31 had a total range of 1 to 15. Inclusion
of these two statements will be dependent upon the subranges
of the remaining seventeen statements.
16 iij ^ always conscious of others when planning programs
for this house" (Statement 28) . Wi±en constructing an atti-
tude scale one should avoid using universals such as all , always
none, and never. They often introduce ambiguity.
^
The use of
^
"Always" hereTTs to determine if subjects are reading each state
ment prior to responding or merely randomly selecting therr
responses. See Edwards (1957) for a further discussion.
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Statements 1,3,6,8,10,11,12,13,14,15,18,24,25,27,29,
32, and 38 all had ranges of orders of excellence greater
than 15 points. If they also had subranges greater than 9
points they would be rejected from the scale as undifferen-
17tiatmg. However, in some cases this is not so. Statement
number six produced a fairly close subrange from 3 to 11
even though the total range was from 3 to 22. Statement
number eight had a subrange from 1 to eight and a total range
of 1 to 17
. Statement number ten had a subrange of 3 to
10 and a total range of 3 to 19. Statement number thirteen
produced a subrange from 1 to 8 and a total range of 1 to 16.
Statement number fifteen had a subrange from 1 to 9 and a
total range from 1 to 17. Statement number eighteen had a
subrange from 5 to 12 and a total range from 5 to 20 ("lie
scale" item)
.
Statement number twenty-four produced a sub-
range from 1 to 9 and a total range of 1 to 18.
Statement number twenty-five, although having a wide
range and subrange (2 to 22 and 11 to 22 or 2 to 11 as ap-
propriate) is another "lie scale" item (see footnotes 16 and
17) . Statement number twenty-seven had a subrange from 1 to
9 and a total range of 1 to 18. Number twenty-nine was
identical to that.
17 The selection of 15 as an upper limit order of excel-
lence for ranges and 9 for subranges is somewhat arbitrary
but, nevertheless, based upon findings and assumptions of
other writers. See Likert (1932) Fishbein (1967), and
Magnusson (1967) for their interpretations.
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Statements 1,3,11,14,15,32, and 38 all had subranges
that were more than 9 points or orders of excellence and
therefore were rejected as undifferentiating statements.
Following this criteria statements 30 and 31 were retained.
All but the above 7 statements, then, have been retained
making the scale 33 items in length.
Implications for Further Research
There are a number of findings as a result of data
analysis that have implications for some further research.
For instance, community orientation seems to be a function
of distance (see tables 9,19,30, and 31). The further one
V
lives from the institution he attends, the higher his
orientation toward community is. At least in terms of the
present study respondents seem to have developed a sense of
"fellowship" with their peers especially when their legal
places of residence were greater than 7 0 miles from the
college or university that they attended. It is not clear
whether this finding is peculiar to only New England colleges
or not. If -a random sample of institutions were taken from
a national population this finding would be validated to a
greater degree. It might also help to make the scale more
universal (testing in all areas of the United States) . If
community orientation is actually a function of distance
and
students do relate to their peers at a more intense
level
when their home is some distance from college, then
this has
direct implications for state supported education
and for the
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local campus concept. For example, if the development of a
high community orientation is important to a state university,
then perhaps its admission policy ought to expand to include
more out-of-state students. The findings of the study also
indicate that students from the smaller institutions seem to
ha/e a higher community orientation (see tables 2 and 3).
In opposition to some earlier studies (Stanfield and
Schumer, 1967; Warren, 1966; Keniston in Morison (Ed.), 1966;
and Newcomb and Flacks, 1964) where it was found that women
hold very different attitudes and values about college life
in general and about life in residence halls, the findings
of the present study show that women do not differ in levels
of community orientation from men (see tables 6,16,24, and
25) . If this fact could be established, through further
research, as a truism it would have direct implications for
coeducational residences on the college campus. If college
men and women share similar attitudes and values about fellow-
ship and have similar community orientations more educational
value may be derived from sharing the same residence halls.
True, there are many coeducational residence halls in the
country but there are virtually thousands that are not. Be-
cause the study indicates that of those campuses tested those
with coeducational programs had a higher community orienta-
tion (compare tables 1,2, and 3), it would seem that single
sex colleges might do well by becoming coeducational in terms
of building community.
There are also implications for further research in the
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area of institutional size, or at least residence hall size.
Respondents from the smaller institutions such as Hampshire
College and Goddard College scored higher on the scales and
also had higher community orientations than the larger
schools (tables 1,2,12,22, and 34). in taking a rough
random sample of respondents' room numbers and checking total
scores it was found that where there were small clusters of
students living in the same hall and close to one another on
a given corridor their scores and their community orientations
were higher than those who lived on different floors or were
widely dispersed. This finding helps in justifying, at least
to some degree, the recent interest in "cluster colleges"
and small cottages as residence halls. It is easier to
orient oneself to a small group of people than to a large,
rather impersonal one.
When the study was first undertaken it was suspected
that there would be some differences between men and women
in relation to their scores on the scale--women v/ould score
higher than men. However, the results indicate that that
is not the case (tables 7,17,28, and 29), there were no
significant score differences between the sexes. From this
it is fairly obvious that the scale may be used to test the
levels of community orientation for both men and women with
probable equal success.
None of the results showed with any degree of certainty
that there in fact were six, and only six, factors. Where a
respondent would, on the one hand, answer a statement w-i-th &
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"strongly agree" response and that statement could be said to
be measuring one particular factor, he might, on the other
hand, answer a second statement, measuring the same factor,
with a strongly disagree" response. However, when the
Criterion of Internal Consistency was applied to the scale
items 33 of them seemed to "fit" together extremely well—
they were measuring the same thing. This suggests that there
may not be six factors but actually only one, community orien
tation or attitudes toward community orientation. The re-
sults also suggest that this one factor becomes more positive
in relation to distance between one's home and school.
These findings suggest that there may be a different way of
analyzing the data derived from the study. A further dis-
cussion and recommendations along these lines will be made
in the last section of this chapter.
There are some overall implications that can be derived
from the entire study in terms of scale usage. When test-
retest reliability checks were applied to the attitude scale
it was found that there were little or no differences be-
tween pre-test administrations and post-test administrations.
During the 4-week interval between these administrations no
attempt was made to change the attitudes or values of the
respondents in any way. It is now known that the scale is
consistent in its measurement ability, at least over a 4-week
span of time, but what is not known is whether the scale can
measure a change in attitudes toward community orientation.
The implications for further research here are that the scale
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should perhaps now he administered to the same population
twice with an interval in between that could be used to
educate or train respondents in community building techniques,
If after the post-test data is analyzed the researcher finds
that attitudes toward community orientation have increased,
then he will know that the training program has been of
value to his population and to his research. A recommenda-
tion to this effect will be made in the last section of this
chapter
.
Limitations of the Study
None of the institutions in the present study were lo-
cated in urban centers. Therefore, it is not advisable to
use the attitude scale in such an area until further re-
search has been undertaken. Perhaps there will be no differ-
ences between urban respondents and rural or suburban respon-
dents but the assumption being made here is that large urban
centers have a markedly different effect on one's attitudes
toward others and toward community orientation. The crowded
conditions in big cities often tend to force people toward
• 1
R
introverted behaviors.
The attitude scale constructed here is meant to be used
with campuses that have residence hall populations. If the
scale were to be administered to commuter students the results
would be invalid. In the first case the items refer to
18 por a more detailed discussion of
Avorn's Up Against the WalK New lork:
this read sections of
Atheneum, 1969.
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people who live in residence halls and would have to be re-
written to be relevant to a commuter population. And in the
second case the intent of the scale would take on a new
focus if administered to other than a college residence
hall population.
As mentioned earlier, the scale may only be capable of
measuring attitudes for students attending colleges in the
Northeastern United States. This is debatable but as it was
constructed using only northeastern colleges in its sample,
caution should be taken before administering it to an al-
together different sample of subjects. At least, it should
be given on a research or test basis before accepting its
untested universality.
Even though it was originally assumed that the scale
construction methodology implemented for the study would
identify certain factors or attitude universes, it is clear
that the scale only measures attitudes, or an attitude,
that are present at the time of testing. Therefore, the
scale should not be used to locate or identify attitudes
but to measure to what degree they exist.
Summary
An attitude scale has been constructed that consists of
33 highly discriminating items. Its validity and reliability
have been tested and as a result of this testing 7 of the
original 40 items have been rejected for reasons of low dis-
crimination power. While the study did not determine the
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existence of certain factors thought to be present, it did
indicate that there is one factor within the scale that seems
to be measurable community orientation.
A good deal of further research is needed to confirm
or deny certain findings before the scale can be used on a
wide-ranging basis. Nevertheless it is usable in its pre-
sent form if items 1,3,11,14,15,32, and 38 are removed first.
Recommendations
Community orientation in college and university resi-
dence halls is an important factor in higher education today.
J f college faculty and administrators can work toward this
human community"
,
the academic scene will be a better place
to work and live in. Factors that help to build this com-
munity are such things as common interests and goals, a
place that draws people together, some one thing that ties
those people together, and the fact that a place can be said
to have boundaries and outer limits that define it as their
community. That may be a residence hall, a cluster college
or a cottage. It is recommended that the aim of residence
hall programing, among other things, be focused upon develop-
ing a community orientation that invites continuous partici-
pation by all members.
It is further recommended that because the expected six
factors were not found to be significantly apparent, there
may be an alternate method of analysis to the Chi Sguare
tests for the determination of a factor or factors: Instead
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of accepting the assumption that there are six factors within
the scale, assume that the scale is unifactor, and all of
the items on the scale merely contribute to the composition
of this one factor. The first step then is to maximize the
reliability of the instrument by re-weighting the subscales
for each item (reciprocal averaging)
. This can be followed
by a regression analysis to measure the power of the predictor
variables. It is assumed that there is only one hypothesis,
for example, community orientation increases as a function of
distance from home.
By analyzing the data in this manner, more of the data
can be used at the same time, increasing the power of the
tests involved, and therefore decreasing the possibility that
significant differences will be overlooked.
It is finally recommended that the constructed attitude
scale be used in conjunction with a community building program
as part of residence hall programing
.
Using the scale as a
pre- and post-measure for attitude change, the time between
the two administrations can be spent in building community
with one of the many techniques available. One of those is
Dr. Jack Gibb's T.O.R.I. Laboratories for community building
(Trust, Openness, Realization and Interdependence) . Using
space exploration, non-verbal exercises, trust-building exer-
cises, contract-building, and openness, the laboratory at-
tempts to bring groups of individuals together in an open and
trusting atmosphere. If this kind of community were developed
in residence hall systems there would be little of the
unanimity and introversion apparent that seems to pervade
many college residence programs today.
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fHr find ® of statements about conditions in :. iden .
-bfc ©~p.tessecs by people who live in then. Read each statement
pgyefully and tners. rate each one as to whether you think a student wocld agree..
\0
undeclo.vjCj . o.». disagree by circling the appropriate nurrher on the scale,
ffl®
catsgw • or 1 to 5 to the right of each stat allow you to :
^atc/K^kt aviiOiaiug co narrows degress of agnssablenssa or dlsacoceeablsnoss
,
It is very important that you completely ck your own feelings and
attitudes about the statements and rank them only as you think students in
residence halls would,
1. This is a gr it re id . se hail to live in.
2 . If I had a choice I would move to another
hS I i O
3 . i can help make this a better place to live
in .
4. This place will never change.
5. We can all learn to get along in this
residence hall
„
6. I would.' like to see more people communicate
in this hell.
7. Nobody talks to me here.
8. I like it hem*
9. This house /stinks.
W, 7, can help to Improve this hall.
U, Things will gat better.
12. I try, but soma students in this house just
don® t cure about getting along with others.
.
13, we have a great house.
~4, i would stay here, even if the price vent up.
*5. Things might be bad in this house, but not as
bad as some others.
I wish I lived somewhere else.
I'm coming- back to this house na>;t semester.
trj tfl U G > V/
ri
- P* h <o O rt-
a ! ; ta & t-i :<
-R
fci 0 EJ © (0 O 0
tQ 3 VO. O a 0 E>
H R H- «e
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 & 5
1 •h 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 73 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 r.
3, 2 3 4 5
n
*x. 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
*i 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
n ? 3 4 r*
1 2 *5 4 5
Nothing could Epke me stay here.
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1 2 s 4
19- nothing can make ral move £x-om this hall. 1 2 3 4 5
20° Nothing ever changes in this house
»
1 2 3 4 5
21 ° I
0
?;*, going to do something about improving
this house
o
1 2 3 4 5
22 o The administration won't evir let. us change
things in this house.
1 2 3 4 c
23. X£ wo try, we can get new furnishings for
our .lounge.
1 2 3 4 F-
24. People don't care what this place. looks
Iike c
1 2 3 4 5
25. I°d like to think that this house could
operate as a "community"
.
1 2 3 4 5
26. Ne>st year, I’m going to participate in
mors aetivites in this house.
1
o.
<U 3 4 5
27 o X am always interested in this house. 1 2 3 4 5
28c If wa work hard, this house can ba the
best, ona on campus.
1 2 3. 4 5
OQ
&> o This house is a .looser. •8 2 3 4 5
30. This house, can't do anything but Im-
prove o
2 3 4 5
31. It's obvious that w© will have a better
dorm next year.
i 2 3 4 5
32. People in this house just don't talk to
one another.
i 2 3 4 5
33c nothing ever happens in this house* i 2 3 4 5
34„ Our house activities are getting better. i 2 3 4 5
35o Nobody ever complains in this house* i 2 3 4 5
36 o This house is okay but it needs to im-
prove its programs for the residents.
i 2 3 4 5
37. Who cares if this house falls down.' i 2 3 4 5
33. There is nothing I appreciate more than
knowing that things will get better here.
i 2 3 4 5
39. We are starting to get notice on campus
about the activities in our house.
2 3 4 5
40 o People in this house are beginning to
like it here.
i 2 3 4 5
4,1 „ X am ready to taovo out of this house. i 2 3 4 5
42 c I hope for the best in this house. i 2 3 4 5
43 0 We ought to have some real workers
next year.
,
1 2 3 4 5
9 This house depresses mif
45. hot sure X car© about conditions
here .
46. I . could do more for this house.
47 c I know conditions will Improve in this
house.
48 c Sometimes 1 lose interest in trying to
Improve this house.
49. csn
s t dampen ray enthusiasm for our
cions o
50. I can°t do any more work for this house.
53.o I don 0 1 think this house is worth the
trouble some people go through.
52 o This house is important enough to me to
have hope for better conditions.
53. Everybody 0 © always complaining about
this house.
54. Conditions in this house will improve
soon.
55. X don't car© what people say, this is
the best house on campus.
56. Improvement is the key to our house 0 b
success
.
57. Thor© is so much w© need.
58. X°ra moving to the now dterras nest year.
59. h few new pieces of furniture would
help a lot.
60. x would just s© soon move out as wait
for improvements
.
61. We may not have the bast looking house
but this place is still okay.
62. x have givon up working for improvements
in this house.
63. There is still a chance for people to
get together in this house.
64. 2»ej going to be more helpful from now on
in this house.
66, This place could b© worse.
66, if someone would help us this could fee a
great house to live in.
67
• We have been waiting for "our turn" for
5 long time.
68
» Tne University doaraBfc even care about
this house.
6-® if there were better controls on tho resi-
dents this would be a groat place to live.
1
.1
3.
1
X
1
X
i
i
3.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
X
1
1
1
1
&~4
Law and order would
her© .
shall ovarcoma
“
for this house =:
improve
-conditions
is a good standard
I don’t think anybody will ever see ira~
proveiaents in this house,
Wa can all help to improve condi
relations in this house.
Nothing is ever satisfactory in
lions
this
and
house
„
I know this house is important to a lot
of people.
1 2
l 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
B-l
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Belov? yott 'will find a number of statements
.
about attitudes toward
Lesidene© hall proposals that might be expressed by people who live In
Ittoesa* ®f
c
^
statement carefully and then rate each one as to whether
I
you think a student would agree, b® undecided, or disagree by circling 'the
appropriate number on the scale* The categories of 1 to 5 to the right of
each statement allow yon to rank the statement according to various degrees
of agrsaablenass or disagreeahlenas* . It is vary important that you com-
gletel^ MSSSlSSM yo«r own feelings and attitudes about the stat ment' and
1 .
2 .
3o
\l
ho
ho
ho
10
.
k
People seem to car© what others think
in this house.
Vlho cares if the residents of this house
are considerate or not?
I like- the people who care about what 2
think in this house
.
Tb® residents of this house are concerned
about their dorasaatos.
Ihoss who cars about others in this house
©nd up getting ignored
.
Most people in this house are inconsider-
ate <>
Social programs in this house show that
people care for others.
1 like to plan events with this house
in mind
.
Hone of the extra-curricular events in
this house Interest me.
A lot of people in this house enjoy
planning activities together.
Nothing ever soeras to happen in this house,
Ne are always doing great things in this
. house'.
l3
»
-^'hare aran 5 1 any considerate people in
I
^
this house®
r4. Consideration for others is important to me.
r5, 2 rosily don't car® about what goes on in
I this house.
* 1 go to all of the programs that are
Planned for this house.
f A haver get involved with too many
People in this house.
would ©
S3 CO u G y> in
>-'• ri- y- £> -.q iQ cf
to H El 0: H si f-;O 0 C) © © o 0
«3 tS «£ n Q G £S
si <q t! V;
© H’ O Oj H
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
! 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
7 e
«,*
2 3 4 5
i 2 3 A*£ 3
i 2 3 4 5
i £> 3 4 t
i 2 3 4 r,
1 2 3 4 5
i 2 3 4 5
i 2 *>•mf 4 5
i 2 2 4 5
I 5
B-2
i8o Consideration, is relative.
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2 3 4
j.9» " always '..hiuss sv other when x do tilings
in this house
.
20. PaoplQ in this house don’t 'Know how to
plan events
„
21. X va.sh that this house would have activi-
ties that 1 like.,
22. Other residence hall populations don’t
ever seen to care about activities in
* their houses.
23 . Hot many people in this house are consider-
ate of other in terms of cultural program
planning.
24. 1 Era aivvays conscious of others when
planning, programs for this house.
25. »’2*y doesn’t anyone pay attention to ray
needs?
26. People don't seem to car© what others think
in this house.
27. X cars about ray doasmates being considerate
of others in this house,
28. X don’t car© about those Who don* t car©
about ra® in this house.
2S. She residents of this house are not con-
cerned shout their doramates.
30, Those v>ho cars about others in this house
are rer#ard@d. 0
31. Most people in this house arcs considerate
of others.
32c Social programs hi this house don’t show
that people car© for others.
33 0 X like to plan events for flits house by
myself.
34. hi 3, of the ©s«t|©-curricular events in
this house interest mo.
35c I don’t like to plan events with all the
residents of this house in, mind.
36 o Very few people .in this house enjoy
planning activities together.
3? o This house is lively.
38. There are lots of considerate people in
this house.
39. Consideration for others is not im-
portant »
40
» Being considerate of others takes too
much time.
41. I really car© about what goes on .in
this house.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4,5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
B-3
42 * Son L t go to any of tha hous©
functions
*
43. 1 involved with a lot of people
in this house
*
44 o Coneidexation is everything when
planning programs in this house*
45 o People in this hoA really know how
to plan events for us*
46* Shis- house has activities that I like*
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1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
47 * Other i^ssleiaes hall populations saeiu
to be doing great things*
48* Most of the people in this house are
considerate of others when it costas to
program planning*
49 * X il never conscious of others when
planning prograrap for this house*
50* Th© people in this house pay a lot of
attention to ms*
51 * X really like paopl© who are consider-
©tO Of Ego
52 * Consideration fore others is very hard
tO* O't'pt C7 :.'l> c
53 o Who R®eas co-sisi and cultural programs
in a residence hail?
2
54* I think of others when I propose things
to cux house*
55* There ars never any good proposals in
this house*
56* Being considerate of others means a lot
to K33*
57* People who say that they are considsrate
are often phoney.
58* X£ you have to consider the Sealings- of
other people in the house it slows things
down*
59* x don't really care about being consider-
ate of others*
60. Considerate people scare fae*
61* Consideration means cooperation*
52* if people would cooperate in this house
we could do sc-in® great things*
63* Most proposal© in this house stink*
64* x have sosae good proposals for this
house.
65* Kobody likes what 1 have to say in this
house *
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4.5
12 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 '
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 - 4 5
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660 proposals In this house ne©« to bo
checked out by all residents.
1 ?. ’ 4 5
67 . 2 ha.fco people %7ho say that they are
considerate of other®,
JU 2
*•»
*3 4 5
680 1 am naves aware of others being con-
siderate of is©.
1 2 3 4 e*>
69 “ Consideration laeans w>rlc. 3. 2 3 4 5
7 Go Consideration of others comes easy. j 2 3 4 5
71 - X lA&e everybody in ray house. 0i 2 3 4 5
72, I don"t haow %shat e roj osals are
of £02 a ctivltles in our bouse.
1 P 3 4 5
73, I feel a part of th© decisio?
process in our house.-
.1 2 3 ; ra 5
74 . I £ee,'L apart from ths eiscisl "• snahing
process in cur house.
1 2 % 4 5
75» Consideration for others is my thing. ' 3. 2 4 5
C~I
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Below you wll.1 find a number of statements about attitude toward
i b fcs in resid si b t3 at might be essps _- \ .2 by g -p] whc
jive in th©m. Send each statemeat carefully and than rat© each on© -a,*? to
father you thii$ a ©tudfiit would agree, be-; uadaemedU or disagree by
circling tbs appropriate number on tb© scale., Th© categories of 1 to 5
to tlis right of r.ca statement. allow you to sank me atataaent according
to various degree© of agreeeblaneas os disaga: ibiuaess* lit is very ii
portant that j you g .. .y d 3 your own £« l.j and attl
about th© statements and rank the® only as you think students in res-
iclance balls . would*
lo Many of - us . ©r:o a lot alike.
Sc I aaa o:2 a great many ©ia.13.ar
interests sraac.-g the Jp.srabers of -this ’•
house*
3» X like ’th© people in this -balls
4c Th® rc»«id-ynts of this bouse think
alike.,
5c There ate many codpon intorosts in this
house * '
6c Ho one -sro.v agrees with rao in this house o
7 c Peo/?ls -in this house often go places to-
gether.
8c People in this house never share interests
with ©aeh other..
9. X dealt care about tho interests of others.
10. Common interests develop strong ties be-,
twean papplo.
U, X really enjoy tk© people who have in-
terests similar to min© In this house,
1'2» i am not aware that there are others in
this hou ; - that have interests s-iatilar
to
13, ;r.t iss important to have people -with
different interests m our house.
U, i don’t hi»ve nv»ny friends in this hc^r-v.-.
S3 si » Cl y Jy in
it P C! i.Q f i-
s m © 04 M st H
S 0 . £3 . © © © 0
<A Sri •-£ (i © £3 W
a t.Q H S'* 07
© £> H
1 «< © ©
£l»
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X 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 K
I 2 3 4 5
X 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 £-> 3 4 5
x 3 4'. 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 3 4 k
-s . £» 3 4 e/
‘
V 2 3 4
j. 2 3 4 ij
*« 2
.3 4 5
J 4 K
15 o X just: can’t; r@X@t© ho p@opl@ who
don't think like I do.
1 2 3 4 * V
16 - 1 am wary of people who cay th®v think
like X do.
*s
j. 2 4 5
17. People Who have to agree with others annoy
use
,
1 2 3 4 5
XBo Good relationships don't dspond upon com-
mon interests
«
1 2 3 4 5
19 o People with interests similar to mine
always sfezm to understand me.
1 2 3 4 5
20* X value people whose interests are
similar to mins.
1 2 3 4 5
21. X like people- whosS inter-eats ara dif-
ferent than mine.
1 2 3 4 5
22 * My relationships with others in this
house has nothing to do with common
interests
.
3. 2 3 4 5
23, There aren't enough interastad people
in this house
,
3, 2 3 4 5
24* Good relationships depend upon cm-
mon interests.
1 2 3 4 5
25, Too many common interest® in ©no house
house loads to a stereotype.
1 2 3 4 5
26 c X know who the people are in this
wbos© interests are like min®.
1 2 3 4 5
27, Peopl© with common interests often fight
with sack other.
*;
JL 2 3 4 5
28o Successful resident hall programs Ilk®
ours don't depend upon common interests.
1 2 3 A 5
29, The success or failure of a residence
hall depends upon common, interests.
1 2 3 4 5
30, I liks to do things my way. 3. 3 4
31, People who live in this house tend to
just sleep her©.
1 2 3 A .5
32, Residence hallo should be assigned on tho
basis of interest.
1 2 3 4 5
33, There ars more people with eessxaon
interesta in this house than X
realised.
1 2 3 4 5
34 0 I relates well to those people in this
house that have interests common to
mina „
/> 2 3 4 5
535 0 The reason this house is so great is
because w-a all think alike.
1 2 i\
36c Mot many of tho residents of this
house are alike.
1 2 3 4 5
37, I dislike most potjile in this hall. 1 2 •j 4r 5
38. The residents of this house cor?, "t have
common interests.
3. 2 3 /! 5
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39p Everybody thinks like X do in this
fcCUSSo
40. ®oplo in this house seldom go places
together.
41 o TharlTa is a lot of abasing of interests
in this bo'-wse.
42 o X really care about, the interests of ofhors
in this house.
43 , Common interests can dissolve strong ties
between people in this housoT
44 , X have many Islands in this house.
45 , It is important to have people with
common interests in this house.
46c X can always relate to people who don 0 1
think like 1 do.
I 47 . X never question people Who say they think
like I do p this house.
48. My relationships with people in this house
have a lot to do with oar eosuaon interests.
49 . Thero are a lot of interested people in this
doatio
50. Poor relationships in. this house can be
blamed or* dissimilar interests,
51 o Wa need wore common interests in this
house.
52. People with common interests in this
house hav® very strong ties.
I S3.. X do things - like other people is this
house,,
54. H©sld©nc@ halls should not foa assigned
on the basis of cession interests.
55. There ar© fewer peoples with cession in-
terests in this house than X realised.
56. The reason that this house ill success-
ful is bacausa w© have different interests.
57. v love to talk with people in this house
who have interests like sine.
58. i don't know what to say to people who
aren’t like me in our house.
53, x enjoy arguing with those people who
have different interests than X.
50. x just sleep in this house.
*1. People in this house are not interested
in "ccssnunity
.
I $2 . x don’t sea saudh to b| gained by having
to reach decisions with all the members
of the house.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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63o Everybody is important in this houses 1 2 3 * -‘i 5
64 o 1 belies in ths adage, ”1£ you want 1 2 7 4 f!Jtnov;, a sir. * " 1)
65. Tht& would be- a batter house if X «3 A cdid things together 0 5
65. X don't cast® what others want. x 2 4 5
,67 c X sure wish people in this house 3, 3 e
coaid agree on things
„
a S
68. Wq will never get anywhere in this 1 2 3 4 Khouse if don't stop fighting*
...
69 o It's nice that so many of us agree
on things
' here*
1 2 3 4 5
70 o X' don't Know. anybody on the other
floors in this house*
x 2 3 4 5
71. People in this house are "unconscious 5*
,
1 >* 3 4 5
72. I can like people who aren't inter-
ested in the- sasa© things x a®*
1 2 3 4 5
73o Only my friends think lilts x do* 1 ?> 4 5
74 0 People ®o say they are "interested*
ar© d£mh&rmst *
1 2 3 4 5
75c People who soy that they have "ecismon
interests'* boro me*
1 2 3 Jl•J? 5
p.Mvfijugs Tomm ^ELLQ-mnip it the ksswsms h&ll
Belov you *1X1 find a r of state
. t - t attitt 3es to ' afellowship xn vne residence hall that might be expressed by people who
liv®
,
c
*5® ,-”£d ®fC" stat®K:c'nt carefully and than rata each one as to
^ a student would agree, be unde , or di - •
circxxng ~.e appropriate number on the scale® The categories of j. to 5 to
in® rxgj-Jt or each statement allow you to rank the statement aceordino to
various aegrees or ^greaablsners or disagreeableneaso It is very im~
portant tna*: you your ev/n feelings and ahtituds •.
about the statements and raids them only as you think students in residence
halls v;cuXdo
1* I like the people in this house®
2. I value "fellowship" as primary®
3. Nothing can take- rae away from this house.
4® People in this house really gat along
wall together-.
5o Other residence halls have more to offer
than this one®
6o If it weren't for the friendship in this
.hall 1 would move®
7. There is nothing to keep me from moving
out of this house®
So .*£ don't have many friends in this houses
9« Sfho cares about "fellowship"®
3-0 o i don't get close to anybody®
11* This house promotes closeness®
12® i don't need friends*
13* i get tired of trying to be nice to
people in this house®
14® Most. of. ray friends live in this nouse®
I**® Other houses may be newer but J. * lx
stay here,
ls
* 3: really like living in this house®
W CO a Sf to
e* h<- ip ii!) r?
S3 H <a Dj b
ra
H Hi 0 © O 0
iQ S •a 0 6 © 3
n <n H M* «.a@ H 0 c. H
ffi *< B ra
0 .
K
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4 5
1 ? 3 4 5
7 "j3 <0
1 2 4 5
7 r> 7> y*7 r.
J* J) ca
1 2 3 4 5
I • 2 3 4 5
ii.
*>
u 2 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 .3 4 c.J
1 2 3 4 5
•5 2
*5
«5 4 3
D-2
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1 j °
”Fellowship*' in my residence hall means 1 2 3 A
a lot to me.
!So Soma people in this house are too friendly. 1 2 3 4 5
19» The people who talk about "fellowship" in 1 9 4 c
*
this house are fake.
20. 1 really feel at horns in this hall. 1 2 3 4 5
21. Nobody cares about " fellowship” in this
house.
1 2 3 4 5
22. People in this house don't talk to one
another.
1 2 3 4 5
23. We are all friends in this house. X 2 3 4 s
24o My relationships have nothing to do
with being honest with others.
1 2 3 4 5
25. T, don't care if someone is open with 1 2 3 4 5
IQ0 G£ HOT. ©
26. Dishonesty is the best policy when
dealing with others.
1 2 3 4 5
27 c People who con be open with others are
just great.
1 2 4 5
28 c Being honest with others is outdated,
it 8 s Victorian
.
2, c* «5 A 5
23c You con get hurt from being too friendly. 1 2 3 4 5
30. "Friendly" people bug me. 1 2 3 4 5
31c I get uncomfortable when people in this
house get too friendly.
1 2 3 4 5
32. I do a lot of things with the people on
my floor.
1 2 3 4
4
5
33c My house is very active as a group. 1 2 3 5
34, X*ra sick of this house. 1 2 4 5
35. I go to parties with friends from
this house.
1 2 4 5
36. I really don't like other students 1 2 3 4 5
in this house.
43?
.
The reason 1 live here .is because I like 1 2 3 5
the other students.
538. I don’t care about living here any longer. ~ 2 3 4
39. Being close to others in this house is 1 2 3 4 5
important
.
40. X hciva It.z*q u'o
X
0 jc©
X
b 'c rL
n
q 'to poop!.© in 1 3
4 j>
this house
,
141. I don't like the people in this house. J. 3
4 5
42.
"Pei 1owship " is not important
.
1 2 J 4 5
B-3
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00 People in this house just don’t get along 6 1 2 3 4 5
t'/io This is a better house than most. 3. 2 3 4 c
45 o X have a lot of friends in this house
»
1 2 3 4 E
460 i eta close to a lot of people Lx\ this
house.
1 2 3 4 s
Wo I need friends.. 1 3 4 K
48 0 X try to bs nie© to people in this house 0 1 2 3 4 5
49 0 lt°s easy to be nice to people in this
house.
1 2 3 4 5
§0c Most of ray friends live in other houses
»
3. 2 3 4 5
51 0 “Fellowship" means nothing to m@ 0 1 2 3 4 5
52 c This housa does not promote closeness. X 2 3 4 5
53o Caa cannot be too friendly* X 2 3 4 5
54c People who talk about "fellowship''’ in
this house ars honest*
1 O&JM 3 4 5
55 o' X feel rniecsafortable in this house,, 1 2 3 4 E«,*
55 c There ars lots of "bull sessions” in
this house*
2 2 3 4 5
5V „ Thera is no friendship in this house.. 1 2 3 4 S
58 0 Honesty is part of this house* 1 2 3 4 5
S9o X am open with others in this house. x 2 3 4 5
60 c People who are open with others are
fOOl 8 <•
1 2 3 4 5
61c Honesty is the best policy. 1 2 3 4 5
62 0 People in this house are honest with is®. 1 2 4 5
63 c 2 try to be honest with others* 1 2 4 5
64, This house is not vary active as a group. <4* 2 3 4
K
65v v* <9 The reason 2 live hers is because it's
a nice building.
1 2 3 4 5
66 c X don't go to parties with people from
this house*
I 2 3 AV 5
67 c 2 really like the people in this house. 1 2 3 4 5
68 c
“Fellowship" is important in this house. 1 2 0 4
£
D-4
W- a-= «» ®»a understood!.*
7O0 /.• & Jil4.p ZB ^OQ|jS,8hBSSS
o
7i» 1 lil5@ P«50p2.® *foo as© tight-lipped.
*
72. People can get too close.
73. 1 xeally hat© living hsrs.
|4. people An this house as© foesutil #ui
people.
75. ^eiiofcsMp is for the "birds
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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3 4
3 4
3
3
4
4
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Beiow
vt°'
a wm £lnfl « Kunjfcer of statements about attitudes toward
ctSi
®f -
TS
f
:
«’f
r;C3 ^aUs that might M ©^pressed by paools who liv© in thorn.
.
ad asca sta^aeat carefully and then rate each
. to h itfesr youd ssoaW a9=««# be iflpeeidaa, or disagree by circling the
appropriate nunibor on tho seal
e
? Tfea categories of X to 5 to the right
of each statement allow you to rank the statement according to various
degrees ©£ agrseahXenees or disagrsoablen^as , xt Is very Important that
y°° sassls^^s. lltsmmsi S’osr own mAs and sttltodas*about the state*
insjvis fpa yams tftem only as you think students in residence halls would*
© m
y- t?
is *3
C9 0
to &
H O
S>?
f?
i-*
H
0
3
o
©
I
©
0
{-•
G»
si
£
n
0
a
;y r.s
ft-
3 oM
I, Gtssy halls don't ssem to have' anything
going for them* x 2
«T> 4 5
2 0 People in other houses don't have a goal. 1 2 3 4 5
'
3o Most other residence halls are closer
than this on©* *
1 2 3 4 5
4 0 X wish X Tuximr why other halls are struggl-
ing for so macho
1 2 3 4 5
5« X°a not lonely* 1 2 3 ‘ 4 5
6o X hats this house* X 2 3 4 5
?» Other halls have* more 6©h@si©&- than this 1 2 3 4 5
one a
8o Other •houses scare aa. X 2 3 4- 5
So I need a££@t£fcAon» I 2 3 4 5
•lOo It's so dismal in other balls* 1 2 4 5
U. I'ra ccafortepio in this1 house* *0<L 2 3 4 5
i2 c X°m lonely
*
1 2 3 4 5
^3„ I, °n> ocared B 1 ' 2 3 4' 5
-.4-0 x want to wove out of this hous©* X 2 3 4 5
15* Why’ don't people got together in this e<&• 2 A 5
Sous®?
‘fills is tho best place to live* 1 2 3 4 5.
1,7 O Thay never talk about important things in
other halls* l 2 3 4 5
je. Xh.vngs ®r© bo superficial in this house. l o 3 4 5
19. I
a
nv not lonely. 1 *>tfvi 3 5
?,0o This house scares me. 1 2 3 4 5
21. X Seal insecure in this house* l 2 3 4 5
22 1> X can't stand this house. iA 2 3 4 5
23
.
Peopls ayaa't together in this house
»
1 . 2 "S-O 4 5
24 c I wish people ware together in this
house.
1 2 3 4 5
25 o Why aren't people together in this
house?
1 2 3 4 5
2bo People ax® together in this house* •» 2 3 4 s
27. X feel, good in this house. i 2 3 4 5
2So Poppi© don't ear© in this house. 1 C<1ffr-v 3 4 5
29.- 'Peoples don't ear© in other houses. 1 2 3 4 5
30. X car® about this house. .1 2 3 4 5
31 o X .loo® it hare. l 2 3 4 5
32. Other houses ar© had * 1 2 3 4 5
33 o Shank God for friendliness. X 2 3 ci- 5
34. X. saa insecure in this house. 3. 2 •5 4 5
35 o Oh a if only people knew me. sA 2 3 4 5
35 o X ilk© other residence halls better 1 2 *a•3 4 5
3?o
than this one.
This hall is wicked. X 2 3 4 5
38 o This house is not bad. X 2 3 4 5
3S, This r@sid.enca hall is not wicked. 2. 2 *3 4 5
*0. People unfiSerstsrsd ra© here. 3. 2 3 4 5
2 don't understand paople in this 1 2 •5 4 B
house*
4» e r^'l » ' a -V- :. to seal issuesin taa© house? X +J 3
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4 5
43 c I really groove people in this house. I 2 3 4 5
44 c Wq don’t understand omen other in this
house. 1 2 3 4 5
45 e This house is fragmented
.
1 2 3 4 5
4o o Other houses are fragmented. 1 2 3 4 5
47 c Tills residence hal population rehllv
hangs together.
' 1 9C- 3 4 5
48 o X life© the people in this house.
.1 2 3 4 5
49
»
5Tnis hows© Is fragmented,, others ||J
put together.
1 2 3 4 5
50. aSas hOKfciw reslly Isiods where it’ s going. 1 2 3 4 5
51o X C E3 lOSto
x. 2fc. 3 4 D
52 o Shis place is superficial „ 1 9<W 3 4 5
53 0 Shis hows© is lonely. 1 t*e<£> 3 4 fcj'
6A
«r£o 2°5b lonely in this house. l 2 3 4 5
2«?o fhat a t-srribis place this is* 1 2 3 43 5
56, Peopl© In this house are not together. l 2 3 4 5
57 c This is the best • place to live in on
campus.
1 2 3 4 5
58c X realty “dig*’ this house. 1 •5r> 3 4 5
53 o i°m ready to isov© out.
rfhis hall is tops.
51o Tai& Mxrot3 w <
52 o Why don’t people got .together lilca
oils' houso doss?
63. V’s as© not together.
*Mxis is? tli-a best roaidensa ball on csrepus.
55. ^T«©r@ is no hotter hall that* this one.
«S 0 x°ia growing tired of this house.
2
2
2
2
4 5
4 5
3 4
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 S
4 51
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B~4
I caa really sicfc of this hall*
kost of the comments X get ±xx this
house &z& superficial 0
I levs the people in this hall.
X hat® all ths people in this hallo
X would never leave this house,
I sm sick &£ living h®r@ e
fihy sra pso® so uptight in other
halls?
>v® arc* so ‘'e-BrC’ful in this house*
'Ibis house needs to bss put togetfees
X 2 3 4' 5
X 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
160
PJ3SXB3SCE Bhi POLITICS
st jv/is vrill find a nomfcor of statements about atf* fcu*W wr5
^sfen*f ban politics that might be e^pre fbCV >3«^o live ?? th«m
r*J£& f^TTt Carfs
'
aily and a«> SM, =r>3 ac'to'iftseter Sh-lv
>•**» I®1®” 1» categories o* 1 to 5 to ho sicbt o« each
*«nfc alien* VOS v»«1r ®Vc _ .... . . OX @<SCft state-^nf low you to rank the staSe^t according to ieriSnfdaSraSof
°* di®e?f®e^ieaQ®lo Xt is very important that you ccrolotalv
2H±2SSS^1 ypar own goslings and attitudes about m® statements
38 you thinx students in residue© balls would*
" " iH thferB
1, We arso tha best house on campus
»
2c Why is this house never represent®# in
big decisions?
3c I •would iiks to run for offlea in this
house
o
4* X sea myaalf as a lender in this house*
5. 1 really don 3 t car® who*© in charge
around fcsr©*
6c Cur house government is strong*
7« Each of us in this house play a part
in house government*
8c It is important t.o be involved in house
governments1 affaSrs*
8c People in this house don 0 1 care about
dorrs government*
10* x*m not interested in house government
*
U* This hows© government stinks*
15. People .really care about what goes on
in this housei L
13, Very few people in this house evsr pay
attention to dorm governments
14* hs long as they leave me alone I am not
overly concerned about governmental
affairs in this houses
*5, What this hall nasslo la a good fZon&M
Council.,
63 U C! Es b* to
O’ ("- S> il <0. r»-
is a. i'i H H0 sa t'j O 0 O
tQ 0 0 O V
‘Si ;s F- iQH 0 Bi H
© 0&
3, Ci 3 4 b
i ‘’iA 3 4 5
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 £«>
1 2 3 4 5
3. 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 ?«*# 3 4 5
l 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
•j
•V.
*5; 4 5
j6® We hBva probably the strongest houit©
gpve’rnrssnt on campus*
3.7 .
Self-government is the bast kind.
,8c i want oust house to have autonomy in
govarmasnta 1 setters
.
.9® * nQVQff ran for office in this
house*
20 „ X sra mvolvsd in all house goverraa-ant
activities*
21® 1 wish our House Council knew v?hat it we©
doing*
2?.o X. wi|fi ,* knew what our House Council was
doing* •
23® Nobody ^ is interested in house government
in this residence hall*
24c "Tows* Mating* if the best style of
government for this house*
25® This house needs a lot of direction in
house gevorr/asiv'e affairs*
26 * We need the fr©ad-ora to run our own
affairs in this house*
27* We all have ®n equal vote in ruattaxs that
com© bafior© tha house.
28® Ws have thf freedom- to r© :oor own affairs
in this house*
29. Who cares ©beet house government?
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
X 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
.1 2 3 4 - 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3. 2 3 4 5
30. People spend. .© lot of time talking about
govesaraent activities in this residence hall.
31 * Politics boss me.
1 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4 • 5
32c 3: like to talk ©bout dona politics* 1 2 3 4 5
32. Peep! ei in this house tend to ignore
residues politics®
34.
x always go to house meetings*
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
35.
Bouse /meetings are deli. * 1 2 3 4 5
36. x don® t understand house, government
procedures in this hall.
37. Our house government nestis raors guidance.
38. ThQ hov-s-Jicesfisntal set-up in this house
is fosdU
39. Kfobodv in this hoes© will max© decisions.
<0, X woulda*t -run for office in this house
oven: if you paid sa®.
1 '2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 345
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
xIp- ••
44®
45 c
46 =
Our hours®. govdjaaa©at is w£ak.
involvement is <-v„
h«U aovKOTeat. ^ “ 3 ooce8“*“»
swryboay «*. tor ta wl& :J this
Sy*^iS hOU°9 *“' t ta“ *»* *»i
We would not sJviva as an autonomous
government in this house.
People get eKc&t/tf at dorm mootings.
;.?e £ recited at house government
meeting®).
58o Somebody ought to straighten out our
KouS3 Council
«
!?« "Bar sroonr’ layers box& rue.-,
50° Vhox« as© mm smart people in ©ur
house gdpr^ent.
SI. * wsnt. to issim store snout our house
government plan
.
]2o %har® is southing exciting about our house
govornsa&nt system
.
3* 2 9 ia seally into derm polities
-this semester.
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
l 2
1 2
l 2
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3 4
3 4
3 4
3
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
.3 4
3 4
3 4 5
L X am /.massed at iti® amount of participation
in our governmental affaire.
5* This house government really fcsys hard.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
i6c Whatever the proposal is, x°M for it. 1 2 3 4 5
ih Dozsa politics can get rough. 12 3 4 5
8
. Out house president is .a "Philadelphia
Lawyer
%
9. People in this hoisee ar® fed up with
on ;T government
.
8. Our house go^esiuaeat is intelligent.
1 2 2 4 5
12 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
U rr/jsr© is no freedora to do what w© went to
in this house.
i.
*3ha government in this house is very under-
j.tanking.
3
* IS X had ay way wa would abolish ©nr
louss government
.
*• People don’t consider my feelings in this
house when votes or© toten.
*» v don’t thinls people eara in this hens©
about government.
5
* I do what the others want mo to.
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
1 2-3 4 5
2, 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
u»
67
’
^f”**00*0* tn a>is Sow u> a push,.
»” S?.
1
? ?f®
Wrea o£ sow***** 'l»TCilXE H&jLX©
&9 ° 0u* hous® government is ays inspiring.
fOa This hous© govammsntal system Mbeautiful c
7lc X hop® other halls? have an interest in
hottw© polities ©Qua! to outs,
72.0 X c-zm°'c stand tallsiag about trivia likehouse politics*
7^c lx it v*Q£Q not fo:c our house govomaaant
©ystoffi X "faould leave new,
74o $hy do %»*5s have to hava politics?
75,, God save rm irons &mll politicians*
1 2 3 & r„
.12 3 4 5
a 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 S
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 1 3 4 r>
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residence hall community attitude scale
Below you will find a number of statements about attitudes toward your resi-
dence hall and the people who live in it. Read each statement carefully and
then rate each one as to whether you strongly agree, agree, are. undecided,
disagree, or strongly disagree by blackening the slot under the appropriate
number on the answer sheet. A score of "1" is strongly disagree, a score of
2 j.s disagree, a score of "3" is undecided, a score of "4" is agree, and
a score or "5" is strongly agree. Please mark your answers in pencil and
mark only one (1) slot for each statement.
Print your name in the bo^es provided on the answer sheet and blacken the
letter boxes below it that match the letters in your name and do the same for
your student number and your sex. Place your room number on the line marked
"TEST" at the top of the answer sheet. In the section immediately to the
left of the one marked "GRADE" please enter the number of miles between
your home and the University in the boxes provided and blacken the number
boxes below it that match the milage (see sample below for a more complete
description)
.
Note: Your name, room number, and student number are means of data identifi-
cation only and will not be used for any other purpose whatsoever.
This information will be held in the strictest confidence.
lob
SAMPLE: .TEST.
H
1. This is a great residence hail to live in.
2. I would like to see more people communicate with each other in this house.
3. People in this house are concerned about their dormmates.
4. I really don't care about what goes on in this house.
5. Many of us are a lot alike.
6. There aren't enough interested people in this house.
7. I like the people in this house.
8. If it weren't for the friendship in this hall I would move.
9. I'm comfortable in this house.
70. This house is fragmented
U. We are the best house on campus.
12. i' m no t interested in house government.
13. House meetings are dull.
14- This house stinks.
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15. A lot ox people In this house enjoy planning activities together.
16. I never get involved with too many people in this house.
17. There are many common interests in this house.
18. Too many common interests in one house lead to a stereotype.
19. Most of my friends live in this house.
20. Some people in this house are too friendly.
21. I feel insecure in this house.
22. They never talk aoout important things in other houses.
23. Oh, if only people knew me.
24. Each or us in this house play an important role in house government.
25. Who cares about house government?
26. Most of my friends live in other houses.
27. The administration won't ever let us change things in this house.
28. I always think of others when I do things in this house.
29. Consideration for others is important to me.
30. Why doesn't anyone pay attention to my needs?
31. Common interests develop strong ties between people in this house.
32. I don't have any friends in this house.
33. People in this house really get along well together.
34. People in this house don't talk to one another.
35. I'm scared.
36. I care about this house.
37. It is important to he involved in this house.
j
38. People in this house never care about our dorm government.
39. I don't care abou*- conditions in this house.
I
40
. It may not be the best looking but we like this house.
4l. i really care about what goes on in this house.
1 42. i hate all the people in this house.
I 43. i really like people who are considerate of
me.
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44. People don’t seem to care what others think in this house.
45. I really enjoy the people who have interests similar to mine, in this house.
46. It is important to have people with different interests in our house.
'
47. My relationships
: have nothing to do with being honest with others.
48. We are all friends in this house.
49. "Fellowship" is not important.
50. I really like living in this house.
51. People aren't together in this house.
52. I am always conscious of others when planning programs for this house.
53. I’m lonely here.
54. Self-government is the best kind.
55. I like it here.
56. Involvement is the key to a successful hall government.
57. 1 have lost interest in trying to improve this house.
58. Everybody is important to me in this house.
59. Consideration for others is too hard to express.
60. Being considerate of others means a ]ot to me.
61. The residents of this house don’t ha\e common interests.
62. Nothing can take me away from this house.
63. There is no friendship in this house.
64. People who can be open with others are just great.
65. This place is superficial.
66. Our house is great.
67. People in this house don’t know what dorm un.
J ty means.
68. Nobody is interested in house government in this
residence hall.
69. People in this house are fed up with our house
government.
70. I want our house to have autonomy in governmental
matters.
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71, The University doesn't care about this house.
72 * Everybody is always complaining about this house.
P pie would just learn to cooperate in this house we could get things
-done
74. I have many friends in this house.
75. People in this house are not interested in community.
76. People with strong ties have common interests in this house.
77. I sure wish people in this house could agree on things.
78. This place will never change.
79. Being close to others in this house is important.
80. Thank God for friendliness.
81. People are tired of our house government.
hi. Town meeting is the best style of government for this house.
S3. I feel apart from the decision making process in our house.
84. There is still a chance for people to get together in this house.
85. We will never get anywhere in this house if people don't stop fighting.
86. "We shall overcome" is a good standard for this house.
87. This house is not very active as a group.
88. We can all help improve conditions in this house.
89. The people in this house really hang together.
90. This is the best place to live on campus.
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RESIDENCE HALL COMMUNITY ATTITUDE SCALE
Below you will find a number of statements about attitudes toward your residence
hall and the people who live in it. Read each statement carefully and then rate
each cne as to whether you strongly agree, agree, are undecided, disagree, or
strongly disagree by blackening the sloe under the appropriate number on the
answer sheet. A score of "1" is strongly disagree, a score of "2" is disagree,
a score of "3" is undecided, a score of ”4" is agree, and a score of "5” is
strongly agree. Please mark your answers in pencil and mark only one (1) clot
for each statement.
Print your name in the boxes provided on the answer sheet and blacken the letter
boxes below it that match the letters in your name and do the same for your
student number and your sex. Place your room number on the line marked "TESY"
at the top of the answer sheet. In the section immediately to the left of the
one marked "GRADE" please enter the number of tnileE between your home and the
University/College in the boxes provided and blacken the number boxes helm/ it
that match the milage (see sample on the following page for a more complete
description)
.
Mote: Your name, roo.('. number, and student number are means of data
identification only and will not be used for any other purpose
whatsoever. This information will be held in the strictest
confidence.
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1. I would like to see more people, communicate with each other in this house.
2. People in this house are concerned about their dominates.
3. There aren't enough interested people in this house.
4. I like the people in this house.
5. I'm comfortable in this house.
6. This house is fragmented.
7. We are the best house on campus.
8. I'm not interested in house, government.
9. This house stinks.
10. a lot of people in this house enjoy planning activities together.
11. 1 feel insecure in this house.
12. Each of us in this house play an important role in house government.
3.
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13. Who cares about house government.
14. The administration won't ever let us change things in this house.
15. Consideration for others is important to me.
16. I care about this house.
17. It is important to be involved in this house.
18. People in this house never care about our dorm government.
19. I don't care about conditions in this house.
20. It may not be the best looking but we like this house.
21. I really care about what goes on in this house.
22. I really like people, who are considerate of me.
23. I really enjoy the people who have interests similar to mine in this house,
24. It is important to have people with different interests in our house.
25. We are all friends in this house.
26. "Fellowship" is not important.
27. People aren't together i n this house.
28. I am always conscious of others when planning programs for this house.
29. I'm lonely here.
30. Involvement is the key to a successful hall government.
31. Being considerate of others means a lot to me.
32. People who can be open with others are just great.
33. This place is superficial.
34. People in this house don’t know what dorm unity means.
35. I have many friends in this house.
36. People in this house are not interested in
community.
37. Thank God for friendliness.
38. This house is not very active as
a group.
39. We can help improve conditions
in /.his house.
40. The people in this house really
hang together.
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